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ARCHITECTURES AND ALGORITHMS FOR MITIGATION OF SOFT ERRORS IN
NANOSCALE VLSI CIRCUITS
Koustav Bhattacharya

ABSTRACT

The occurrence of transient faults like soft errors in computer circuits poses a significant challenge to the reliability of computer systems. Soft error, which occurs when the energetic neutrons
coming from space or the alpha particles arising out of packaging materials hit the transistors, may
manifest themselves as a bit flip in the memory element or as a transient glitch generated at any
internal node of combinational logic, which may subsequently propagate to and be captured in a
latch. Although the problem of soft errors was earlier only a concern for space applications, aggressive technology scaling trends have exacerbated the problem to modern VLSI systems even for
terrestrial applications.
In this dissertation, we explore techniques at all levels of the design flow to reduce the vulnerability of VLSI systems against soft errors without compromising on other design metrics like delay,
area and power. We propose new models for estimating soft errors for storage structures and combinational logic. While soft errors in caches are estimated using the vulnerability metric, soft errors
in logic circuits are estimated using two new metrics called the glitch enabling probability (GEP)
and the cumulative probability of observability (CPO). These metrics, based on signal probabilities
of nets, accurately model soft errors in radiation-aware synthesis algorithms and helps in efficient
exploration of the design solution space during optimization. At the physical design level, we leverage the use of larger netlengths to provide larger RC ladders for effectively filtering out the transient
glitches. Towards this, a new heuristic has been developed to selectively assign larger wirelengths
to certain critical nets. This reduces the delay and area overhead while improving the immunity to

vii

soft errors. Based on this, we propose two placement algorithms based on simulated annealing and
quadratic programming which significantly reduce the soft error rates of circuits.
At the circuit level, we develop techniques for hardening circuit nodes using a novel radiation
jammer technique. The proposed technique is based on the principles of a RC differentiator and is
used to isolate the driven cell from the driving cell which is being hit by a radiation strike. Since
the blind insertion of radiation blocker cells on all circuit nodes is expensive, candidate nodes are
selected for insertion of these cells using a new metric called the probability of radiation blocker
circuit insertion (PRI). We investigate a gate sizing algorithm, at the logic level, in which we simultaneously optimize both the soft error rate (SER) and the crosstalk noise besides the power and
performance of circuits while considering the effect of process variations. The reliability centric
gate sizing technique has been formulated as a mathematical program and is efficiently solved.
At the architectural level, we develop solutions for the correction of multi-bit errors in large L2
caches by controlling or mining the redundancy in the memory hierarchy and methods to increase
the amount of redundancy in the memory hierarchy by employing a redundancy-based replacement
policy, in which the amount of redundancy is controlled using a user defined redundancy threshold.
The novel architectures and the new reliability-centric synthesis algorithms proposed for the
various design abstraction levels have been shown to achieve significant reduction of soft error rates
in current nanometer circuits. The design techniques, algorithms and architectures can be integrated
into existing design flows. A VLSI system implementation can leverage on the architectural solutions for the reliability of the caches while the custom hardware synthesized for the VLSI system
can be protected against radiation strikes by utilizing the circuit level, logic level and layout level
optimization algorithms that have been developed.

viii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The race to innovate has led to unprecedented progress in the field electronic computing. This
has attributed to the ubiquitous use of VLSI systems in personal computers and large scale servers,
portable and mobile electronic systems like laptop computers, cellular phones, music players and
various embedded computing systems deployed in televisions, cars and in almost every consumer
electronic systems. As this revolution continues, the cost of computing decreases even further
and applications which were economically infeasible slowly become practical. The high rate of
growth in VLSI technology is sustained by scaling the minimum feature sizes of transistors to
smaller and smaller dimensions along with the continuous reduction in the operating supply and
threshold voltages. This trend in technology scaling has helped the design of modern VLSI systems
for higher performance and lower power consumption. Higher integration densities, increase in
operating frequencies and reduction of supply voltages, however, make reliability of these systems
a key concern.
High electric fields in scaled devices which occur due to effects like hot carrier injection (HCI)
and negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) often manifest themselves as an increase in the
threshold voltage and can lead to device slowdown and eventually result in the timing failure of the
circuit. The strong electric fields in wires often cause momentum transfer during collisions between
conducting electrons and metal atoms which can lead to ”shorts” or ”opens” in interconnects. However, HCI, NBTI, electromigration and other effects due to high electric fields generate over time
causing permanent failures and hence can only impact the availability and lifetime of the designs.
Transient faults, on the other hand, creates intermittent faults in VLSI systems. These can occur
due to several reasons like soft errors, power supply and interconnect noise, and electromagnetic
interference. Soft errors occur when the energetic neutrons coming from space or the alpha particles
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Figure 1.1 Impact of SER due to Gate Length Scaling in nm (Source Intel) [8]

arising out of packaging materials hit the transistors. When such high energy ions strike the diffusion
region of VLSI circuits a voltage spike may be generated on the affected circuit node. A voltage
spike of high magnitude can result in a soft error on the circuit. A soft error may manifest itself as
a bit flip in a latch or memory element. Additionally, soft errors can occur in any internal node of
a combinational logic and subsequently propagate to and be captured in a latch. Radiation induced
soft error is one of the biggest contributors to transient faults and present the biggest challenges
towards the reliability of VLSI systems implemented with the current nanometer technologies.

1.1

Motivation
In the past, soft errors have been a significant problem only in space applications. However, the

recent trends in technology scaling have hugely decreased the radiation immunity of electronic circuits and have made nanometer designs highly susceptible to transient faults. Figure 1.1 illustrates
that soft error rate of several VLSI processor systems designed at Intel, has grown exponentially
due to technology scaling trends. Moreover, while space applications could use advanced fabrication technology and packaging material to reduce soft errors, such techniques are typically quite
expensive to implement in low cost commercial systems.
VLSI systems are increasingly being designed as System-on-Chip implementations. Systemon-Chips are being designed for a wide range of applications, from general purpose computing
to special purpose VLSI systems. General purpose computing implementations on System-on-Chip
2
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Figure 1.2 Design Flow for Soft Error Tolerance in VLSI Systems
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require large caches and off-the-shelf processors to enhance the performance of the applications. On
the other hand, special purpose applications implemented on System-on-Chips have large amount
of special purpose hardware which are synthesized from system level RTL code. The chip manufacturers typically set budgets on soft error rates on such systems which should be met by the resulting
design with low overheads in performance and power.
An effective approach for mitigation of soft error effects for such a system is to implement steps
for reliability against soft errors in the design flow itself. However, such a unified approach for soft
error mitigation at various design abstraction levels has never been tried before in any prior research.
Addressing soft error issues in such a unified design flow gives the system designer the opportunity
to weigh up the implications of dedicating more resources for soft error detection and prevention
against the correlating impact on delay, power and area.
Memory structures have been considered as dominant sources of transient errors in VLSI systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [47]. These include on-chip caches, DRAMs, register files, and other on-chip
memory structures in VLSI systems. Although, with technology scaling the Soft Error Rate in
SRAMs has remained constant for a given cache size, the rate of multi-bit errors has increased
significantly with the shrinking device geometries. The rate of multi-bit errors increases accross
technology generations as device feature sizes shrink. Moreover, multi-bit errors tend to develop
over time in large caches which are typical in current VLSI systems with high memory integration density. Architectural strategies for prevention of soft errors in such large caches has not been
explored before in prior research.
Further, technology trends like smaller feature sizes, lower voltage levels, higher operating frequency and reduced logic depth, are projected to increase the soft-error rate (SER) in combinational
logic as well [28], [8]. In a recent study [32], the SER of logic circuits was quantified in technology nodes from 600nm to 50nm and it was projected that by 2011, the SER in logic circuits
will increase by nine orders of magnitude and will essentially be comparable to that of unprotected
memory. Thus, there is an imminent need for novel algorithms for synthesizing soft error tolerant
combinational logic circuits in a design flow. The current work fills a major gap in this direction.
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Thus, in summary, the motivation for this dissertation is to explore the core issues in problem
of soft errors, and develop a design flow framework that optimizes soft error rate at various design
abstraction levels and in particular encompass,
Models for efficient estimation and optimization of soft errors at all the design abstraction
levels.
Layout level optimization schemes geared towards mitigation soft errors during automated
physical design.
Novel circuit level techniques for mitigation soft errors with low overheads in delay, area and
power.
Low overhead techniques for mitigation of soft errors in the logic level especially under the
influence of other uncertain noise effects.
Efficient architectural solutions that handle multi-bit errors in hardware storage structures
found in current VLSI systems.
A design flow framework incorporating the architectural solutions for the reliability of the storage structures and novel soft-error aware synthesis algorithms at various design abstraction levels
can be used to implement VLSI systems which are completely immune to radiation induced reliability issues.

1.2

Contributions and Significance
In this dissertation, we investigate the development of a unified design flow framework for

mitigation of soft errors. Several design and circuit optimization techniques applicable at various
levels of hardware design are explored to improve the reliability of computing systems. We have
experimented significantly in developing novel techniques at each level of the design flow to reduce
the impact of soft errors in VLSI systems. Figure 1.2 illustrates a design flow framework in VLSI
System on Chips. As shown in the figure, the techniques developed as part of this dissertation can
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Figure 1.3 List of Contributions

be integrated into such a unified design flow framework to significantly reduce the SER of a VLSI
system with low overheads in delay, area and power.
The theme and the major research works pertaining to this dissertation are summarized in Figure
1.3. The key contributions of this dissertation can be described as follows,
We propose efficient metrics for estimation of soft errors at various design abstraction levels.
Soft errors of storage structures like caches are estimated using the vulnerability metric while
soft errors in logic circuits are estimated by using two new metrics called the glitch enabling
probability (GEP) and the cumulative probability of observability (CPO) defined based on the
signal probabilities of the nets. These metrics accurately model soft errors in radiation-aware
synthesis algorithms and helps in efficient exploration of the design solution space.
We develop new algorithms for radiation aware automatic physical design by intelligently
modifying the placement stage in cell based designs. Larger netlengths can provide larger
6

RC ladders to effectively filter out the transient glitches. Towards this, a new heuristic has
been developed to selectively assign larger wirelengths to certain critical nets to increase
the radiation immunity of circuits with low delay and area overhead. Based on this, we
propose two placement algorithms based on simulated annealing and quadratic programming
that significantly reduce the SER in standard cell based designs of logic circuits.
We propose a transistor level circuit optimization technique based on a radiation blocker circuit which significantly reduces the propagation of random glitches due to radiation strikes.
The radiation blocker circuit can fight transient glitches on standard cell outputs due to random radiation strikes by using a RC differentiator circuit. The circuit is used to isolate the
driven cell from the driving cell which is being hit by a radiation strike. An algorithm based
on ranking circuit nodes using a new metric called the probability of radiation blocker circuit
insertion (PRI) has been developed. The radiation blocker cells are inserted only on the top
few nodes in the sorted list of PRI values.
We develop a gate sizing algorithm at the logic level of design abstraction that can jointly
optimize the circuit against both radiation induced soft errors along with compounded noise
effects of capacitive crosstalk. Based on a first order model towards size dependence of logic
gates for soft errors and efficient modeling of crosstalk noise and process variations a reliability centric gate sizing algorithm under process variation has been formulated. This multimetric gate sizing framework has been formulated as a non-linear mathematical program and
is efficiently solved.
We propose architectural level techniques for correction of multi-bit errors in the L2 cache by
exploiting the redundancy existing between the write-through L1 cache and the L2 cache and
the redundancy existing between the clean data lines of the L2 cache and the main memory.
We also develop methods to increase the amount of redundancy in the memory hierarchy
by employing a redundancy-based replacement policy, in which the amount of redundancy
being controlled is based on a redundancy threshold. We also investigate techniques to mine
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redundancy at the word level by duplicating small memory values in the upper half of the
memory word.
Thus, we have explored both novel architectures and novel reliability-centric synthesis algorithms for improving the vulnerability against soft errors and achieved significant reduction of soft
error rates in VLSI systems. The design techniques, algorithms and architectures developed can be
integrated into existing design flows. A VLSI system implementation can leverage on the architectural solutions for the reliability of the caches while the custom hardware synthesized for the VLSI
system can be protected against radiation strikes by utilizing the circuit level, logic level and layout
level optimization algorithms that that has been developed.

1.3

Outline of Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the related work

pertaining to our research. In Chapter 3, we develop novel metrics for modeling of soft errors in
VLSI circuits. These metrics are used extensively throughout the dissertation. In Chapter 4, we
show that higher wirelengths for nets can act as a larger RC ladder and can also effectively filter
out transient glitches due to radiation strikes. Based on this, we present two placement algorithms
that place standard cells in a way to provide higher wirelengths for soft error critical nets while
simultaneously constraining the chip area and the total wirelength. We show that such placement
algorithms can significantly reduce the SER of logic circuits. Chapter 5 we propose a circuit level
technique based on a RC differentiator circuit which can be inserted at the output of a logic cell to
prevent the generation of transient glitches due to radiation strikes. The radiation blocker circuit
has the configuration of a RC differentiator and is used to cutoff the driven cell from the driving
cell which is hit by a radiation strike. Further in that chapter, we propose an algorithm to insert
radiation blocker cells only on selected nodes in a logic circuit. The algorithm is based on ranking
the circuit nodes based on a new metric called the probability of radiation blocker circuit insertion
(PRI) and inserting these cells only on the top few nodes in the sorted list of PRI values. In Chapter
6, we develop a first order model of the soft error phenomenon in logic circuits and incorporate
power and delay metrics to formulate a convex programming based reliability-centric gate sizing
8

technique. In Chapter 7, we investigate in detail the multi-bit soft error rates in large L2 caches and
propose a framework of solutions for their correction based on the amount of redundancy present
in the memory hierarchy. We investigate several new techniques for reducing multi-bit errors in
large L2 caches, in which, the multi-bit errors are detected using simple error detection codes and
corrected using the data redundancy in the memory hierarchy. We also propose several techniques
to control/mine the redundancy in the memory hierarchy to further improve the reliability of the
L2 cache. The concluding remarks and the suggested future work in terms of extensions to the
problems addressed in this dissertation, and other ideas for further refinements are given in Chapter
8.

9

CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

The trends in technology scaling have helped the design of modern microprocessors for higher
performance and lower power consumption through the rapid shrinking of the minimum feature size
as well as the reduction of supply voltages [8]. At the same time, microprocessors are being built
with higher degree of spatial parallelism and deeper pipelines to increase the clock frequency [6].
Unfortunately, however, these trends make them more susceptible to transient faults [7–11]. Several
different strategies have been investigated in the past to avoid, detect and recover from soft errors
[12]. These solutions are applied at various levels of the system, from process technology, circuit
to microarchitecture levels. In this chapter, we first review the various previous works found in
literature for soft error mitigation at various design abstraction levels and then present the context
of this dissertation in the light of these previous works.

2.1

Previous Work
Memory structures have been considered as dominant sources of transient errors in computer

systems [1–4, 47]. These include on-chip caches, DRAMs, register files, and other on-chip memory structures. As shown in the taxonomy diagram given in Figure 2.1, the L2 caches have been
traditionally protected against soft errors using Error correction codes (ECC) codes [1, 2, 4]. The
tasks of detecting and correcting soft errors using ECC codes, however, incur a large penalty in area.
For example, double error correction and double error detection (DECDED) codes require 14 bits,
for each 64-bit memory word, corresponding to a 22% area overhead. Multi-bit error protection
using sophisticated ECC protection will also require more bit lines and wider sense amplifiers thus
increasing the cache access latency and power consumption. Spatial multi-bit errors can also be
avoided by using layout level techniques like physical interleaving [15]. However, with higher in10
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Figure 2.1 Taxonomy Diagram: Works Related to Transient Faults on Caches.

terleaving factors multiple word lines are needed to be driven and data need to re-grouped or routed
for read/write operations, thus increasing the cache access latency. Multi-bit errors can be avoided
by correcting single-bit errors during scrubbing, before they develop into temporal multi-bit errors
by another particle strike. However, choosing the right scrub interval is often difficult [16]. Most
importantly, scrubbing cannot eliminate spatial multi-bit errors since spatial multi-bit errors occur
due to a single particle strike rather than evolving over time.
Several schemes have been proposed in the literature to reduce the area overhead associated
with protecting memory by ECC codes [17]. In [18], error protection is suggested for frequently
accessed cache lines. In [19], the authors described the use of a dead block prediction technique
to hold the copy of data found in active cache blocks. A larger ECC word can also be used to
compensate for the area overhead [20]. However, since the unit of memory read/write is based on
word granularity, each memory read/write requires reading several data words to generate SECDED
check bits. In [21], a small fully associative ”replication cache” is maintained to maintain replicas
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of writes which are used to detect and correct errors. In [22], the authors have mentioned of using
redundancy for area efficient error protection. However, detailed results in the context of multi-bit
errors have not been provided. Recently, in [23–25], several techniques have been proposed for
area efficient multi-bit error correction. In [23], the authors have proposed to reduce the multi-bit
soft-errors of L1 caches using last store prediction. In [24], the authors have proposed the use of
two-dimensional error codes which can correct clustered 32x32 errors with significantly smaller
overheads in area, performance and power.
The soft errors that do not affect the program output are considered benign as no error is observed by the user. This situation can occur, for example, in branch prediction logic or in the
instructions from the mis-speculated execution sequences which never commit and thus, will never
lead to visible error states. Soft errors which affect the program output are typically defined in terms
of failures in time (FIT) [13, 14]. The chip manufacturers typically set budgets on soft error rates
which should be met by the design.
Single event transients can also occur in any internal node of a combinational logic and subsequently propagate to and be captured in a latch. Although, soft errors have been a greater concern
for memory elements, technology trends like smaller feature sizes, lower voltage levels, higher operating frequency and reduced logic depth, are projected to increase the soft-error rate (SER) in
combinational logic beyond that of unprotected memory elements [8, 28]. A taxonomy diagram
illustrating the various approaches for protecting logic circuits against soft errors is shown in Figure
2.2. As shown, soft errors can be prevented in logic circuits by using various circuit level optimization techniques. In [35], time redundancy is exploited to detect and recover from soft-errors.
In [47], a technique for correction of logic soft errors using c-elements has been proposed. In [85],
concurrent error detection circuits are added to nodes in logic circuits which have high soft error
susceptibility. In [36], soft error protection in domino logic and sequential cells is achieved by
explicitly adding capacitors to the feedback node. In [40], the idea have been extended to combinational logic circuits. However, as the stored charge in the keeper becomes smaller due to technology
scaling, the technique becomes inefficient in fighting transient glitches due to radiation strikes.
In [39], gates are locally duplicated and the duplicate nodes are connected by a voltage clamper
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Figure 2.2 Soft Error Protection Using Circuit Level Optimizations

circuit. This prevents the output node of the gate and its duplicate node not to deviate in voltage
due to a radiation strike. This technique, however, doubles the area and power overhead. The effect
is especially severe for complex cells or cells with higher drive strengths. Adding shadow gates
for such cells with large silicon footprint makes the area and power overhead significant. In [37]
the logic gates that are bombarded by radiation strikes are isolated using complimentary pass gates.
The complimentary pass gates act as a low pass filter and filter out transient voltage pulses due to
a radiation strike. In [41] a class of soft error masking circuits is proposed using a schmitt trigger
circuit. These techniques, however, can achieve a marginal reduction in the radiation induced glitch
magnitude but cannot completely eliminate the transient.
Placement is the process of arranging the circuit components on a layout surface to minimize
a certain cost metric. This cost metric may be the overall chip area, which is simply the area of
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Figure 2.3 Taxonomy Diagram of Works in Gate Sizing Based on Optimization Metrics

bounding box enclosing the circuit components, or the total wirelength. Good total wirelength costs
not only predict routability and routing area but also provide ”easy to compute” rough estimate of
the circuit delay. In general, the placement problem is a NP-complete problem even for the simplest
case of 1D placement [49]. Therefore, several heuristic algorithms have been proposed that can give
”good” solutions in reasonable amount of time. An efficient and unique representation of a valid
placement configuration is through the use of sequence pairs [53]. Placement algorithms have been
used for improving power, delay [49], crosstalk [57], routability [51], parametric yield [50] etc.
However, we show that placement can be used for optimizing netlength distribution and can be used
as an effective tool for reducing circuit SER. The reduction of SER can be achieved by selectively
optimizing netlengths for soft error critical nets. Towards this, we have developed new placement
algorithms for radiation immunity of logic circuits using a standard cell based design flow. To the
best of our knowledge, SER reduction using optimizations at the placement stage is attempted for
the first time in this dissertation.
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Gate sizing is a simple yet effective technique for optimizing circuits for performance, power
and reliability. Figure 2.3 summarizes the various metrics used in circuit optimization during gate
sizing. Traditionally, the gate sizing problem has been formulated as an unconstrained delay minimization problem or as area and power minimization problem under delay constraints in [81]. Many
gate sizing formulations have attempted at improving power, area or noise under an acceptable parametric yield. In [83], the optimization uses a penalty function to improve the slacks of critical paths
to improve yield. A stochastic programming approach with chance constraints is used in [76] to
incorporate yield in the gate sizing problem formulation. Recently in [72], the joint optimization of
power and delay under process variations has been attempted. The continuous shrinking of noise
margins due to feature size scaling have made nanometer circuits increasingly vulnerable to reliability issues like soft errors and crosstalk noise [103]. In [84], asymmetric logical masking probability
of nodes in a logic circuit is exploited to selectively resize gates. In the pioneering works [100,104],
the authors have proposed the use of probabilistic computation using Markov Random Fields to
provide immunity against soft faults. Flip-flop selection is used to reduce the impact of soft errors
in [30]. In [97], an iterative gate sizing algorithm has been proposed to perform coupling noise
reduction. In [99], the authors propose a two pass method to resize the gates such that the noise
constraints are satisfied without violating the timing constraints. It is pointed out in [56] that the
above techniques involve high design overhead and lack scalability. More importantly, despite extensive research in single noise sources, few works have focused on development of analysis and
joint optimization techniques for crosstalk noise and soft error effects. However, as we discuss
later, a deeper inter-relationship exist between radiation induced noise and capacitively coupled
noise. All the above techniques, in general, apply to a single noise source and cannot address the
evolving reality of multiple interacting noise sources under process variations.
The impact of parameter variations on performance, power and reliability has been increasing
with each technology generation. The main causes of the variations are either due to environmental
effects like changes in power supply voltage and temperature or due to physical effects like changes
in transistor width, channel length, oxide thickness and interconnect dimensions. The uncertainty
in the process parameters due to the imprecision of the fabrication process deeply impacts timing,
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power and noise characteristics of circuits. Thus, identically designed circuits can have huge differences in these characteristics leading to loss in the parametric timing, power, and noise yield in
these circuits. In this dissertation, we investigate a challenging problem to address the evolving
reality of multiple interacting noise sources under process variations using gate sizing.

2.2

Dissertation Context in Light of Past Works
As the SER in current nanometer circuits are increasing exponentially, there is an imminent

need for novel algorithms and architectures for synthesizing soft error tolerant circuits in a design
flow. The correlating impact of soft error mitigation along with the associated overhead in a unified
manner is not considered in previous works. This is especially true for current nanometer chips
since VLSI systems are increasingly being designed as System-on-Chip implementations. An effective approach for mitigation of soft error effects for such a system is to implement steps for
reliability against soft errors in the design flow itself. However, such a unified approach for soft error mitigation at various design abstraction levels has never been tried before in any prior research.
Addressing soft error issues in such a unified design flow gives the system designer the opportunity
to weigh up the implications of dedicating more resources for soft error detection and prevention
against the correlating impact on delay, power and area. Moreover, studying the multi-bit errors
in large caches in these systems and strategies for prevention of such multi-bit soft errors have not
been explored before in prior research.
In this dissertation, we explore techniques at all levels in the design flow to improve the vulnerability of VLSI systems against soft errors without compromising on other design metrics like delay,
area and power. We propose new metrics to model the glitch masking in a circuit using the signal
probabilities of the nets. We leverage the use of larger netlengths as we propose two placement
algorithms based on simulated annealing and quadratic programming that significantly reduce the
soft error rates of circuits. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for SER reduction
using optimizations at the placement stage. Further, we explore approaches for hardening of selective nodes within a circuit which significantly reduces the probability of generation of random
radiation induced glitches. The technique achieves superior reduction in SER at very low overheads
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than any of the works listed above. We developed a reliability-centric gate sizing algorithm considering compound noise effects under process variation using a multi-metric optimization framework.
Simultaneous optimization of soft errors along with other design metrics under process variations
is a challenging problem and has not been attempted before. We also explore efficient architectural
solutions that handle multi-bit errors in hardware storage structures. Unlike the previous works, our
architectural techniques target multi-bit errors in large caches and achieve high SER reduction at
minimum area and power overheads and with virtually no performance penalty. The design techniques, algorithms and architectures can be integrated into existing design flows for VLSI systems
using system-on-chips. The current work is thus unique and fills the void in designing reliable and
soft error tolerant VLSI systems implemented as system on chips in an unified manner.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTIMATION MODELS

In this chapter, we describe the preliminaries on soft errors and develop models for estimation
of soft errors in circuits. We also describe the estimation of timing slack on circuit nodes which we
use extensively throughout this dissertation.

3.1

Background
The occurrences of random radiation induced energetic neutron strikes are generally distributed

fairly uniformly in space and time. The probability of a particle strike in a circuit node is thus
roughly proportional to its active area. The device level raw SER can be expressed by the following
emperical model [27],
SERdevice ∝ F

 Ad  K  e



Qcrit
Qs

(3.1)

where F is the total neutron flux within the whole energy spectrum, A d are diffusion areas
which are sensitive to the particle strikes, K is a technology dependent fitting parameter, Q crit is the
critical charge, and Qs is the charge collection efficiency of the device. The threshold critical charge,
Qcrit , marks on the onset of the double exponential current pulse behavior described above. As the
technology scales the Qcrit charge required to create a soft error upset is considerably decreased. For
memory elements this glitch voltage is fed back creating a metastable condition and finally results
in a bit flip in the stored information in the memory element. Memories has been traditional victims
of radiation induced soft errors. This is due to the dense layouts of memory cells comprising of
small transistors leading to lower capacitances and very less charge being held to represent a state.
Although, with technology scaling the SER in SRAMs has remained constant for a given cache size,
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the rate of multi-bit errors has increased significantly with the shrinking device geometries. Spatial
multi-bit errors occur when a single particle strike upsets multiple adjacent cells. A higher packing
of the cells in the same active area can now cause a single radiation strike to affect multiple cells
simultaneously, potentially leading to multi-bit errors. Temporal multi-bit errors can also occur in
large caches when multiple independent particles affect bits in the same word at different times,
primarily due to the larger mean lifetime of cache lines in bigger caches.
For combinational logic circuits, a particle strike on a circuit node can only manifest into a soft
error depending on the circuit topology. Though the characteristics of a transient pulse at a node
depends on the energy distribution of the incident particle, the drive strength of the gate, and the
critical charge, various masking factors determine whether the transient pulse can actually propagate
to the primary outputs/latches/flip-flops and result in a soft error [84]. The charge deposition at a
particular circuit node is traditionally modeled in simulations by a double exponential current pulse



Iin t  [27], which can be represented as,
Iin  t 
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(3.2)

where Q is the charge deposited as a result of a particle strike, τ α is the collection time-constant
of the junction, and τβ is the ion-track establishment time constant. τ α and τβ are generally defined
by process parameters.
Next, we describe the three primary factors that can potentially mask radiation induced transient
current pulses.
Logical masking occurs when there is no sensitized path from the gate node where the transient pulse occurs to any of the primary outputs. The transient pulse is filtered when it arrives
to an input of a gate whose any of the other inputs are at a controlling logic value.
Electrical masking occurs due to electrical attenuation of the transient pulse in a sensitized
path, from its occurrence at a particular gate node to any of the primary outputs. Thus, the
extent of electrical masking depends on the electrical property of the gates in the sensitized
path.
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Figure 3.1 Masking in Logic Circuits

Timing-window masking occurs when the transient pulse does arrive at the primary outputs
with sufficient strength to cause a soft error but is sufficiently separated in time from the
arrival of the clock edge. As the latch only samples its input on the clock edge, and as the
transient pulse is momentary it does not effectively lead to a soft error.
We illustrate these masking effects using the example circuit shown in Figure 3.1. As shown
in the figure, a transient pulse is generated on net B due to a radiation strike on the active area of
gate G2. The transient pulse is logically masked at the output of gate G5 as its other input is at its
controlling value (0). However, the transient pulse is sensitized through gate G4 and suffers some
electrical attenuation. The pulse is further attenuated through gate G6. If the transient pulse at the
primary output is of sufficient strength it may lead to a soft error provided it is within a timing
window of the clock edge, i.e., the pulse must arrive some time before the clock edge (set-up time
constraint) and stay till some time after the clock edge (hold-time constraint).
These masking effects thus make the internal circuit nodes to have varying levels of susceptibility to soft errors [84]. Thus, the SER of the overall circuit is often quite different from the
accumulated device level SER as given by equation 3.1. The system level SER at the architectural
level can be calculated as,
SERsystem

 SERckt  Vulnerability
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(3.3)

Vulnerability depends on the target applications of the system and the architectural choices used
to implement the system. The vulnerability of cache structures is studied in detail in chapter 7. Soft
error rates also depend on environmental factors like altitude; however, we do not model this in our
formulation.

3.2

Metrics to Estimate Soft Error Masking Effects
The observability metric is inversely proportional to the masking effect of each circuit node.

Thus, the nodes with high observability have lower soft error masking ability than the nodes with
low observability and vice-versa.
3.2.1

Estimating Logical Masking Effects

The glitch enabling probability (GEP) of each net connected to a gate input is defined as the
probability that a glitch at the gate input will propagate to the gate output. The GEP of gate input is
computed as the product of the probabilities that all other inputs of a gate are at the gate’s enabling
value. Thus, mathematically, the GEP of input i of gate j can be computed as,

GEPi j



∏ 


Penab  k 

(3.4)

kεinputs j k i





where inputs j  is the set of all inputs to gate j and Penab k  is the probability that input k is at
its enabling value. The enabling value for a gate input depends on the type of gate. For example,
for an AND function the enabling value is logic 1 and the enabling probability given is,
Penab  k  Ps  k 



(3.5)

where Ps k  is the signal probability of input k, i.e., the probability that the input k is at logic 1.
For the OR function the enabling value is logic 0 and the enabling probability is given by,
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Penab  k  1

Ps  k 

(3.6)

Given the signal probabilities of the primary inputs, the signal probabilities of the internal circuit
nodes can be calculated [44]. Thus, depending on the function of a particular input and the type of
gate itself, the GEP values of each gate input can be calculated. Thus, the signal probabilities and
the GEP values of all internal nodes can be calculated using a forward pass through the circuit
by visiting circuit nodes in the topologically sorted order from the primary inputs to the primary
outputs.
It should be noted that in the above formulation we have implicitly ignored the corellation
in signal probabilities of the nets [44]. However, we would like to mention that calculation of
GEP values by considering signal correlations makes the estimation metrics sufficiently compute
intensive. Thus, in order to reduce the computational complexity of our optimization schemes using
these metrics, we have assumed independence of signal probabilities of nets at the cost of slight
inaccuracy [59]. More accurate computation of GEP values by considering corellation in signal
probabilities, can always be added in our proposed metrics without significant modification in our
formulation.
The logical observability of each net is defined as the probability that a glitch on that net will
propagate to any primary output of the circuit. The computation of the logical observability of a net
is based on the GEP values for gate inputs. The logical observability of a net is 1 for primary output
nets. Given the logical observability of the output net of a gate, the logical observability at a input
net i of the gate j is given as,
LogicalObserv  i  GEPi j

 LogicalObserv  j 

(3.7)

Thus, the logical observability of each input of a gate is calculated recursively by multiplying
the logical observability of its output net with the GEP of the corresponding input net. The logical
observability of the stem of a fanout node is computed by considering the maximum logical observ22
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Figure 3.2 Illustrating Computation of Logic Observability: (A) Signal Probabilities of Nets, (B)
GEP Values at Internal Gate Inputs, (C) Logical Observability Values at Various Gate Outputs

ability of all its branches. Thus, the logical observability of a net is computed using a backward
pass of the structural netlist in the topologically sorted order from the primary output towards the
primary inputs. The logical observability thus obtained is finally normalized by dividing it with the
maximum logical observability of all nets in the circuit.
In Figure 3.2, we illustrate the computation of the logical observability for a example circuit.
The signal probabities of internal nets are computed using the signal probabilities of the primary
inputs. So signal probablity of G2 is computed by taking the product of signal probabilities of inputs
I3 and I4, which is 0.25. As G3 is a NAND gate, the product of the signal probabilities gives the
probability of the output at logic 0. Since the probability of the output of gate G3 to be at logic
0 is 0.125, the signal probability of that net has the value 0.875. Thus a forward pass through the
structural netlist in the topologically sorted order provides the signal probabilities of all nets and is
shown in Figure 3.2(A). Since the circuit consists of just NAND and AND the enabling value of
all gate inputs is logic 1. So for this circuit, the probability of a input to be at its enabling value is
same as its signal probability. The GEP of each gate input can thus be computed by using equation
3.4 and using the previously computed signal probabilies. The computed GEP values of all gates
with internal nets as inputs are shown Figure 3.2(B). The logical observability values for gates with
internal nets as their outputs are then computed using a backward pass of the structural netlist, using
equation 3.7. As previously discussed, the logic observability for a stem is computed by taking the
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maximum of the logical observability of the branches. Thus, the logical observability of the output
of gate G1 is computed by taking the maximum of 0.508 and 0.117 which is 0.508. The computed
logical observability values of all gates with outputs as internal nets is shown in Figure 3.2(C).
3.2.2

Estimating Electrical Masking Effects

The strength of electrical masking for a particular gate can be estimated by creating noise rejection curves (NRC) for that gate type. The NRC for an inverter cell with gate length of 180 nm,
reported in [59], is shown in Figure 3.3. The x-axis denotes the input noise width and the y-axis
denotes the input height. All radiation induced SET which are below the NRC curve are noiseimmune. In other words, either they have a width below the corresponding NRC or has height to
the left of the NRC. Radiation induced SET which are above the NRC are noise-sensitive. Thus,
the area under the NRC divided by the area over the NRC corresponds to the electrical masking of
a gate. It should be noted that, for a particular noise pulse with given width and height the electrical
masking is higher for a gate with higher fanout load. We estimate the electrical observability (which
has a inverse relation to electrical masking) of a gate i at its output net as follows,
ElectricalObserv  i 



W  i
CL  i 

(3.8)



where W i  is the size of gate i and CL i  is the capacitive load at node i. In general, the NRC
curve can be expressed analytically as well [60] and the inverse relationship to fanout load can
be shown mathematically as well under some simplifying assumptions. The maximum electrical
observabillity in the circuit is used to normalize the node electrical observability.
3.2.3

Estimating Timing Window Masking Effects

We determine a pessimistic estimate of a timing window such that noise existing in that timing
window (TW) will reach the primary outputs and get latched in the output flops. We estimate the TW
observability at each node by computing the difference between the maximum and the minimum
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Figure 3.3 NRC for an Inverter at Varying Capacitive Loads [59]

delay from that node to any primary output. Thus, the TW observability of a gate i at its output net
can be expressed mathematically as follows,
TwObserv  i  max  PathToPO  i j 
jεPO

min  PathToPO  i j 

(3.9)

jεPO



where PathToPO i j  is the path delay from any primary output j to the node i and PO is the set
of primary outputs of the circuit. TW observability can be computed recursively by computing the



maximum and minimum PathToPO i j  from the sink(primary outputs) to source(primary inputs)



while visiting nodes in the reverse topological order. The maximum and minimum PathToPO i j  at
the gate outputs connected directly to the primary outputs are set to 0. The gate delay is added while
going from the gate output to the gate input. When a stem is encountered, the maximum(minimum)



of the max(min) of PathToPO i j  at the branches is computed. Thus, this pessimistic metric assigns
higher values of TW observability to nodes which have different path delays to the primary outputs.
Intuitively, this makes sense, as the radiation induced noise pulse can occur in a wider time window
and still get captured in the output flops making the node more vulnerable. This metric is also
normalized by dividing the TW observability at a gate output by the maximum TW observability
found in the circuit.
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Finally, a cumulative probability of observability (CPO) for each gate output is computed which
captures all the three masking effects cumulatively. The CPO of gate i at its output can thus be
expressed as,
CPO  i  LogicalObserv  i  ElectricalObserv  i  TwObserv  i 

(3.10)

It should be noted, that while the logical observability has higher values for gates near the
primary outputs, the TW observability is quite less. The internal gates which are farther away from
the primary outputs have more unbalanced delay paths to the primary outputs and hence have higher
values of TW observability. However, for these nodes, the logical observability is quite less.

3.2.4

Estimation of Timing Slack

A combinational circuit without feedback can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The DAG can be made polar by assigning a dummy source node connected to all primary inputs and
a sink node connected to all primary outputs. The earliest arrival time (EAT) of each net can now be
computed by traversing the DAG in the topologically sorted order from the source and assigning the
EAT of a gate output as the maximum of the EATs of its inputs plus the delay of the gate. Similarly,
the latest arrival time (LAT) of each net can be computed by traversing the DAG in the topologically
sorted order from the sink and assigning the LAT of a gate input as the minimum of the LATs of its
outputs minus the delay of the gate. The difference of the LAT and the EAT provides the slack for
each net.
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CHAPTER 4
RADIATION IMMUNITY AT PHYSICAL DESIGN LEVEL

The rates of radiation induced soft errors have been significantly increasing due to the aggressive
scaling trends in the nanometer regime. Several circuit optimization techniques have been proposed
in literature for preventing such transient faults in logic circuits. These include, the inclusion of
concurrent error detection circuits on selective nodes, selective gate sizing, dual-VDD assignment.
As described in Chapter 5, selective node hardening at the transistor level can also be used.
In this chapter, we show that transient glitches due to radiation strikes can be sufficiently reduced
by intelligently modifying the placement stage in cell based designs to selectively assign larger
wirelengths to certain critical nets. Larger netlengths can provide larger RC ladders to effectively
filter out the transient glitches. Towards this, we propose two placement algorithms based on (i)
simulated annealing and (ii) quadratic programming that significantly reduce the soft error rates
of logic circuits. The soft error masking effects are captured by using a new metric called the
cumulative probability of observability (CPO) of each net which is defined as the probability that
a transient glitch at the net will result in a soft error for the logic circuit. The cost function for
simulated annealing (SA) is modeled as the summation of the masking probability weighted with
the netlength for each net, while simultaneously constraining the total area and the total wirelength.
The quadratic programming based placement algorithm for radiation immunity provides a more
computationally efficient alternative for soft error reduction during placement. Both the algorithms
try to assign higher wirelengths for nets with low masking probability for higher glitch reduction,
while maintaining low delay and area penalty for the overall circuit. To the best of our knowledge,
the reduction of soft error rate during placement is being attempted for the first time. The proposed
algorithms were implemented using the FreePDK 45nm Process Design Kit and the OSU standard
cell library and tested on the ISCAS85 benchmark circuits. Experimental results indicate that the
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proposed algorithms significantly improve the radiation immunity in logic circuits without much
delay and area overheads.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we explain how interconnect
length can be an effective way to reduce the propagation of transients due to radiation. Section 6.2
describes the SA based placement algorithm to reduce circuit SER. Section 6.3 provides a faster
alternative implementation of radiation immune placement using quadratic programming. Finally,
Section 6.4 describes our experimental setup and illustrates the results.

4.1

Glitch Filtering in Interconnects
In this section, we show how the interconnect length can be leveraged to filter out glitches

resulting from random radiation strikes. Let us consider the case in which a simple inverter cell
is driving a fixed fanout load. The wire connecting the driving inverter cell to the driven fanout
load can be approximated as a RC ladder as shown in Figure 4.1. The RC ladder is modeled
using four resistance/capacitance elements in series with each block to the right, thus modeling the
increasing interconnect length. For example, the effective RC ladder at node n1 models 1X times
the interconnect length and the effective RC ladder at node n2 models 2X times the interconnect
length. Similarly, the effective RC ladders at nodes n3 and n4 model interconnect lengths of 3X and
4X respectively.
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A radiation strike on a cell can be modeled as a transient current source. We modeled radiation
strikes of deposited charges in the range of [60fC, 135fC] with current sources as defined in equation
1 with a τα of 10ps and τβ of 5ps. The range of deposited charges were considered based on typical
radiation flux at the sea-level [29]. We experimented with varying the interconnect lengths for the
circuit in Figure 4.1 in SPICE to estimate the reduction in glitches due to random radiation strikes.
We used the FreePDK 45nm technology kit and the unit resistance and capacitance available from
the technology library. The results of our experiments are shown in Figure 4.2. As shown in the
figure, greater interconnect lengths acts as a higher order RC ladder and has effectively higher low
pass filtering capacities. The transient response also shifts progressively towards the right due to the
higher RC delay incurred. We note that the glitch reduction is more pronounced when interconnect
length is increased from 1X to 2X, or 2X to 3X than for 3X to 4X. Thus, higher interconnect
lengths beyond a certain threshold does not greatly reduce the circuit SER but does worsen the
circuit delay. Also, as discussed in the previous section, different signal nets have different CPO
values and therefore, increasing the interconnect lengths for nets having low CPO only reduces the
circuit performance but does not effectively reduce the circuit SER. Based on this observation, in
the subsequent sections, we describe placement algorithms that selectively increases interconnect
length for soft error critical nets while not impacting the delay critical nets.

4.2

Placement for Radiation Immunity using Simulated Annealing
All block placement algorithms which are based on sequence pairs use SA and efficient algo-

rithms have been proposed in the literature to compute the unique placement configuration from
finite sequence pairs by computing the longest common subsequence [54] of the sequence pair.
In this section, we describe how the SA based placement algorithm can be used to generate a radiation immune placement of standard cells while simultaneously constraining the total area and
wirelength. Given a sequence pair, a vertical and horizontal constraint graph can be obtained by
applying the  leftof, rightof, aboveof, belowof  relations on the sequence pair [49]. The weighted
constraint graphs can be made polar by assigning a dummy source and sink node. The longest path
from the source to any of the nodes in the horizontal and vertical constraint graph gives, respectively
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the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of the block in the corresponding placement. The longest
path from the source to the sink gives the width and height of the placement and hence the resulting
area. The wirelength (WL) of a signal net can be computed by taking semi-perimeter of the bounding box enclosing the blocks that are connected by the net. We note that the wirelength can also
be estimated more accurately using the spanning tree method or the steiner tree method. However,
the semi-perimeter metric is fast and is the closest approximate to the most accurate steiner tree
method, especially for nets with smaller fanout.
Simulated annealing is used in placement as an iterative improvement algorithm. Each placement configuration is represented as a sequence pair and moves in the space of sequence pairs are
probabilistically accepted depending upon the cost gradient and the current temperature. Given an
initial sequence pair we have allowed three types of moves: (a) exchange of 2 block positions in the
first sequence alone and (b) exchange of 2 block positions in both the sequences. Each placement
configuration is represented as a sequence pair and the moves in the space of sequence pairs are
probabilistically accepted depending upon the cost gradient and the iteration count. Higher cost
moves have a higher probability of acceptance at initial iterations for better state space exploration,
while at later iterations the algorithm greedily tries to minimize the cost.
Traditionally, the cost function is simply the bounding box area or the total wirelength. We have
modified the cost function in a manner that it maximizes the CPO weighted wirelength while simultaneously constraining the total area and the total wirelength. At higher temperatures, the radiation
immune placement algorithm that we have developed minimizes the following cost function,
CostFunc1  0  5AreaTotal  0  5

AREAOPT
W LTotal
W LOPT

(4.1)

where AREAOPT is the optimal cost obtained by the placement algorithm for minimizing just
the bounding box area, while W LOPT is the optimal cost obtained by the placement algorithm for
minimizing just the total wirelength, and Area Total and W LTotal is the bounding box area and total
wirelength for the current placement configuration. Thus initially, the cost function is just a normal-
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Figure 4.3 Cost Function with Penalty for High Area and Total Wirelength. (Note: All values are in
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ized and weighted combination of area and wirelength. At lower temperatures, the cost function is
changed as follows,
CostFunc2 

∑

iεNets

CPOiW Li  e

AreaTotal M
AREAOPT

 e

W LTotal N
W LOPT

(4.2)

where CPOi and W Li are the CPO value and wirelength for the net i in the current placement
configuration, while Nets is the set of all signal nets in the circuit. M and N are user defined constants controlling the penalty for high area and wirelength and are set to values of 5  0 and 14  0
respectively after extensive experimentation. As shown in figure 4.3, the cost increases exponentially if the area and total wirelength is too high compared to the optimal area and total wirelength
costs obtained during placement for just area or wirelength. Minimizing the CPO weighted wirelength selectively improves the SER for soft error critical nets while not affecting the delay critical
nets.
The overall SA based radiation immune placement algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. CostFunc1 and CostFunc2 are the same as defined in equations 4.1 and 4.2. The algorithm assumes that
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Algorithm 1 Radiation Immune Placement Using SA
temp=INIT-TEMP;
place=INIT-PLACEMENT;
AnnealTime=INIT-ANNEAL-TIME;
while temp  FREEZING-TEMP do
CurAnnealTime = 0;
while CurAnnealTime  AnnealTime do
new-place = PERTURB(place);
if temp  LOW-TEMP-THRESHOLD then
∆C = CostFunc1(new-place) - CostFunc1(place);
else
∆C = CostFunc2(new-place) - CostFunc2(place);
end if
if ∆C  0 then
place = new-place;
∆C
else if (RANDOM(0,1)  e temp ) then
place = new-place;
end if
CurAnnealTime = CurAnnealTime + 1;
end while
AnnealTime = AnnealTime  ANNEAL-RATE;
temp = temp  COOLING-RATE;
end while
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OPTAREA and OPTW L has been previously obtained by using the cost function of just the area or just
the total wirelength. The pin assignment to I/O terminals is done by first dividing the placement area
into three horizontal regions. If most position centers of the blocks connected to the I/O pin lied in
the top-most horizontal region, the I/O pin was assigned a position at the center of the top edge of
the placement boundary. Similarly, if most block centers lied in the bottom-most horizontal region,
the I/O pin was assigned a position at the center of the bottom edge of the placement. Otherwise, the
middle horizontal region was further divided into left and right regions. If most block centers lied in
the left vertical region, the I/O pin was assigned a position at the center of the left edge; otherwise
the I/O pin is assigned a position at the center of the right edge.

4.3

Fast SER Aware Placement using Quadratic Programming
As shown in the previous section, SA based placement can be tuned to SER optimization by

appropriately choosing the cost function used. However, SA based placement has large computational overhead especially that involving optimization of wirelength or CPO weighted wirelength.
The execution time can be slightly improved using the notion of ”floorplan slacks” as proposed
in [62]. Thus, while SA based approach provides good results in terms of SER reduction, due to its
large runtimes we investigate a computationally efficient placement algorithm for SER optimization
based on Quadratic Programming (QP).
The objective function for the placement problem can be formulated as a weighted sum of the
squared distance among the connected cells and can be expressed as,
f  x  y 

1
∑ ∑ wi j ci j  xi
2 iεN
jεN

xj

2

  yi y j  2 

(4.3)

where N denotes the set of modules to be placed, c i j denotes the connectivity between modules i
and j, xi and yi denotes the co-ordinates of the center of module i, while w i j denote the user defined
weights for connection between modules i and j. Traditionally for timing driven placement, the
weights wi j are chosen to be a function of the criticality of the corresponding net joining modules i
and j. To incorporate a SER driven placement scheme we modified the weight function as,
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  w1   1 slacki j   w2   1 CPOi j  

wi j

(4.4)

where CPOi j is the CPO of the net connecting modules i and j, while w i j is the corresponding
timing slack at that net. w1 and w2 are user defined constants in the range [0, 1] controlling the
relative weighting for delay and SER optimization respectively.



The objective function f x y  given in equation 4.3 is a separable function and can be re-written
as,
f  x  y !



f  x

 f  y



(4.5)



which makes analysis of f x  and f y  identical. The function f x  can be expressed in a
compact matrix form as,
f  x 

1
x" Qx  d" x  constant
2

(4.6)

where x is a vector denoting the x co-ordinates of cell locations, Q is the positive definite connectivity matrix weighted with SER and delay metrics as in equation 4.4, while vector d originates
from the contribution of the I/O pad cells which can be treated as fixed modules.
The allowable placement regions for a set of modules are updated after each iteration of bipartitioning. The centers of the placement regions at the t th level of partitioning is given by,
Atx bt

(4.7)

where the vector b # t $ denote the center coordinates of the placement regions at the corresponding
iteration step t, and the entries acr of matrix A # t $ are computed as follows,
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areac

∑c areac



acr



0

i f c ε Rr

otherwise 

where areac is the area of a cell c and Rtr is a partitioned region r of the placement region R in
the partition iteration t. Since, by construction, matrix Q is positive definite and the constraints in
the form equation 4.7 is linear, the overall placement problem is a quadratic optimization problem



which is convex and has a unique global minimum f x #  .
Algorithm 2 Radiation Immune Placement Using QP
R = whole chip area.
Compute the CPO of all nets.
Compute the slack of all nets.
Compute the weight function for all nets (equation 4.4).
Compute the Q matrix using the weighted connectivity matrix.
Solve the initial unconstrained QP for x.
Solve the initial unconstrained QP for y.
while each cell is not assigned a region do
Alternate between sorting cells using x or y co-ordinates.
Bipartition the placement region R into Rt using sorted co-ordinates.
Construct the constraint matrix A and vector b using the bipartition.
Solve CQOP for x.
Solve CQOP for y.
end while
Legalize the final placement.

The overall algorithm for QP based placement is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm progresses
by alternating global optimization and partitioning phases. However, unlike other partitioning based
placers the algorithm maintains simultaneity accross all optimization steps [63]. The QP based
placement scheme is based upon solving a series of constrained quadratic optimization problems
(CQOP). The algorithm initially solves the global optimization problem by imposing one constraint
on all modules, forcing the centroid of the cells to the chip center. The solution of this provides the
initial spatial co-ordinates of the cell locations. These spatial co-ordinates are then sorted based on
x or y co-ordinates and the placement region is partitioned into two regions.
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Figure 4.4 Placement of c432 Benchmark Using QP (A) w1=0.1 w2=0.9, (B) w1=0.9 w2=0.1
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Figure 4.5 Placement of c432 Benchmark Using QP (A) w1=0.01 w2=0.99, (B) w1=0.99 w2=0.01
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We performed the bipartitioning by alternating between sorting based on x co-ordinates and
sorting based on y co-ordinates on each iteration. The x and y co-ordinates obtained after solving
the CQOP in the previous step is used to do the bipartitioning of the next step. The cells belonging
to each of the two regions are used to compute the centroids of the two new regions and the centers
of these two new regions are then used to impose new constraints. Subsequently, the next global
optimization step is performed by solving a CQOP with these new constraints for all regions. This
alternative global optimization and partitioning step is carried out until each cell is assigned to its
own region. As the CQOP formulation for placement considers all cells as point masses, a final
legalization step is necessary to remove minor overlaps.

4.4

Experimental Results
The proposed algorithms were implemented on 1.5Ghz UltraSparc processor with 4GB of mem-

ory and running SunOS 5.8. The results were validated using the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits
using the FreePDK 45nm technology kit and the OSU standard cell library built on it [58]. Dimensions of each cell was extracted from the DEF file of the standard cell library. Synopsys Design
Compiler was used to do the initial technology mapping and for computing the enabling probability
of the nets. The CPO for each net was calculated by a separate C script using the method discussed in chapter 3. The technology mapped structural netlist is converted into the GSRC bookshelf
format using a converter C script. Many soft error estimation tools have been reported in literature [26,29,33]. The SEAT-LA tool [29] models the entire spectrum of neutron strikes (from charge
values in the [10fC,150fC] range) and quite close in accuracy to actual SPICE simulations. We
extended this path-based tool to a node-based formulation as described [56] for our SER estimation.
The various controlling parameters used for the SA based placement algorithm are summarized
in Table 4.1. The proposed algorithm reads the blocks and the netlist in the GSRC format. In
Figure 4.6, we plot the absolute areas for SER optimized placement, area optimized placement and
wirelength optimized placement. We also plot the absolute wirelengths for the three placement
schemes in Figure 4.7. As shown, the total area and the wirelength were increased marginally
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Table 4.1 Simulated Annealing Parameters
Parameter Name
INIT-TEMP
FREEZING-TEMP
INIT-ANNEAL-TIME
INIT-PLACEMENT
LOW-TEMP-THRESHOLD
COOLING-RATE
ANNEAL-RATE

% Value
5 million
0.1
100
Identity permutation on sequence pair
4.0
90%
2%

Table 4.2 Comparison of SER Aware QP Based Placement with Timing Driven Placement: Weight
Combination 0.99 and 0.01
Benchmark % SER reduction % Delay Overhead %WL Overhead
c432
53.79
25.09
19.02
c499
30.54
3.47
-0.83
c880
37.88
28.22
16.21
c1355
41.97
4.61
-1.45
c1908
27.83
8.34
3.96
c2670
101.0
4.53
1.74
c3540
77.82
3.57
-3.66
c5315
37.65
12.63
10.01
c6288
57.46
15.85
7.34
c7552
11.92
0.1
-0.24
AVG
47.79
10.62
5.21
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Figure 4.6 Area Comparison for Different Placement Schemes. (Note: All values are in generic
units)

Figure 4.7 Wirelength Comparison for Different Placement Schemes. (Note: All values are in
generic units)

for the SER optimized placement scheme compared to area optimized and wirelength optimized
placements respectively.
In Table 4.3, we illustrate the results of SER reduction on ISCAS85 benchmarks for our radiation immune SA based placement for SER optimization. As shown in the table, our SER optimized
placement reduces the SER by 27.12% while incurring an area overhead of only 18.86% compared
to area optimized placement. The radiation immune placement scheme reduces the SER 72.29%
compared to placement with a delay overhead of only 9.26% compared wirelength optimized placement. For some benchmarks, like the c1908 benchmark, a SER reduction as high as 95% was
achieved. As shown, the radiation immune SA based placement scheme in general selectively in-
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creases the netlengths of soft error critical nets while keeping the total area and total wirelength
under check.
The QP based placement formulation was implemented in C. We used GNU scientific library
[64] for solving the initial unconstrained QP problem. The CQOP problems are solved using a
quadratic programming solver package [65]. The QP based placement formulation requires pinassignment for IO pins which was done by doing a initial standard cell placement using Cadence
SoC Encounter. The DEF file with the pin-locations are converted to GSRC format using Capo [66].
The radiation immune QP placer reads the GSRC format files containing the pin locations and
outputs the placed co-ordinates for all movable cells again in GSRC format. Capo is used to legalize
this placement solution and create the final placement. We performed timing driven QP based
placement by using higher weights for w1 and lower weights for w2 in equation 4.4. Weights are
assigned values in the range [0 1]. For placement skewed towards SER optimization we used higher
weights for w2 and lower weights for w1. A weight of 1  0 for w1 and 0  0 for w2 or vice versa
makes the matrix Q in equation 4.6 singular. So we achieved timing driven placement in the limit
by providing weights of 0.9, 0.99 and 0.9999 to w1 and 0.1, 0.01, and 0.0001 for w2. Similarly we
approached SER aware placement by providing weights of 0.9, 0.99 and 0.9999 to w2 and 0.1, 0.01,
and 0.0001 for w1. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.8 show placements of c432 benchmark for various values
of w1 and w2.
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Table 4.3 SER Reduction for Radiation Immune SA Based Placement with Associated Delay and
Area Overhead
Comparison of Radiation Immune Placement with
Benchmark
Area optimized Placement
Wirelength optimized placement
% SER reduction % Area Overhead % SER reduction % Delay Overhead
c17
20.93
5.26
71.26
2.0
c432
20.83
23.83
67.70
10.72
c499
23.89
30.77
64.28
9.45
c880
13.12
14.57
69.75
10.13
c1355
30.09
31.01
76.15
9.66
c1908
29.81
25.27
88.43
12.07
c2670
49.36
19.59
94.72
9.91
c3540
20.39
11.17
59.79
10.91
c5315
35.90
8.26
62.0
9.7
c6288
20.79
3.70
67.67
9.2
c7552
33.26
11.33
73.53
8.14
AVG
27.12
18.86
72.29
9.26
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Figure 4.8 Placement of c432 Benchmark Using QP (A) w1=0.0001 w2=0.9999, (B) w1=0.9999 w2=0.0001
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We computed the SER reduction and delay overhead for SER aware placement as the relative
increase in delay and decrease in SER with that of the timing driven QP based placement with similiar weight combination. In Tables 4.4, 4.2 and 4.5, we summarize the results of SER reduction
and corresponding delay and wirelength overhead on ISCAS85 benchmarks for these weight combinations. For example, Table 4.4 compares SER reduction, delay and WL overhead by assigning
w1 of 0.9 and w2 of 0.1 for timing driven placement and by assigning w1 of 0.1 and w2 of 0.9 for
SER aware placement. Similarly in table 4.2 we compare a weight combination of w1 of 0.99, w2
of 0.01 and w1 of 0.01, w2 of 0.99, while in table 4.5 we compare a weight combination of w1
of 0.9999, w2 of 0.0001 and w1 of 0.0001, w2 of 0.9999. As shown, the average SER reduction
saturates to about 48% for more and skewed weight combinations while delay and WL overhead
is about 11% and 5% respectively. Large reductions in SER can be achieved for c2670 and c3540.
This can be explained by the large spread of CPO values in these benchmarks. c7552 shows smaller
reduction in SER as the distribution of CPO values in this benchmark is very tight. Overall, the
radiation immune QP based placement scheme consistently reduces SER by selectively increasing
the netlengths of soft error critical nets while keeping the delay and total wirelength under check. It
should be noted, that although increasing interconnect lengths for soft error critical nets with timing
slack does not worsen circuit performance, overall interconnect power may increase. We would like
to mention that, although power has not been considered in both of our placement schemes, it can
easily be incorporated into our placement frameworks by suitably changing the cost function used
during optimization.
We compared the proposed simulated annealing based radiation immune placement with the
quadratic programming based radiation immune placement. Overall, we saw a loss of SER reduction by about 13-14% in the QP based scheme compared to that of the SA based radiation immune
placement. However, there was orders of magnitude difference in runtime between SA based radiation immune placement and QP based radiation immune placement scheme. In figure 4.9, we plot
the speedup in the runtimes of QP based placement for radiation immunity compared the SA based
placement for radiation immunity. The experiments were performed with varied number of cells in
the design by using a subset of the ISCAS85 benchmarks and certain large benchmarks from the
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Table 4.4 Comparison of SER Aware QP Based Placement with Timing Driven Placement: Weight
Combination 0.9 and 0.1
Benchmark % SER reduction % Delay Overhead %WL Overhead
c432
38.41
18.09
14.31
c499
25.03
2.91
-0.39
c880
24.17
19.0
11.37
c1355
31.30
4.29
0.0
c1908
27.84
9.57
5.92
c2670
78.16
4.32
2.27
c3540
59.65
2.83
-0.90
c5315
25.76
8.73
7.35
c6288
48.11
12.38
5.61
c7552
10.21
1.06
0.34
AVG
36.00
6.90
3.32

OpenSparc T1 designs [61]. As shown in the figure, on average there can be a speedup of more
than 100X. Thus, QP based radiation immune placement provides a nice compromise in solution
quality with much superior runtime. The SA based radiation immune placement provides better
SER reduction, but for large designs the scheme is prohibitive in terms of runtime. The primary
reason for superior runtimes of QP based placers is due to the fact that iterative solution methods
used for solving the CQOP exploits the sparsity of the Q matrix efficiently. Furthermore, with the
increasing number of constraints in the CQOP the solutions of the previous iteration can be used to
guide solution of the next iteration [63]. Therefore, the number of iterations required to solve the
CQOP decreases rapidly. It should also be noted that the QP based placement scheme could easily
be modified into a force directed placement scheme. However, we found that such force directed
placers only improved execution time marginally while producing a lot of cell overlaps putting a lot
of pressure on the placement legalizer.
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Table 4.5 Comparison of SER Aware QP Based Placement with Timing Driven Placement: Weight
Combination 0.9999 and 0.0001
Benchmark % SER reduction % Delay Overhead %WL Overhead
c432
54.35
25.12
18.40
c499
30.71
3.18
-1.23
c880
38.75
27.67
12.95
c1355
42.87
4.57
-1.71
c1908
23.83
7.76
3.27
c2670
103.1
4.95
2.08
c3540
75.41
2.93
-4.21
c5315
43.43
21.09
19.39
c6288
55.73
12.56
2.54
c7552
11.84
0.0
-0.21
AVG
48.01
10.91
5.12

Figure 4.9 Speedup Comparison of QP Based and SA Based Radiation Immune Placement Schemes
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CHAPTER 5
SOFT ERROR MITIGATION AT CIRCUIT LEVEL

A soft error may manifest itself as a bit flip in a memory element or it can occur in any internal
node of a combinational logic and subsequently propagate to and be captured in a latch. In the
past, soft errors have been handled at the circuit level using schmitt triggers, adding duplicate cells
and clamping the voltage between the duplicate nodes, and addition of pass transistors to filter the
random glitches that lead to soft errors. However, these approaches for avoiding soft errors in logic
circuits often incur significant overheads in terms of delay, area and power.
In this chapter, we propose a novel circuit which can be inserted at the output of a logic cell
to prevent the generation of transient glitches due to radiation strikes. The circuit is based on
a RC differentiator to detect the occurence of such transient glitches. The large voltage swing
accross the resistance of the differentiator is used to control the gate to body volatge of enhancement
type NMOS and PMOS gates placed in series. Thus, the very characteristic of transient pulses is
exploited to cut off the cell hit by the strike from the driven cell. Experimental results indicate that
the insertion of these radiation blocking cells on the gate output nodes can significantly reduce the
generation of transient glitches. However, blind insertion of these cells on circuit nodes can incur
delay and area penalties. Based on this observation, we propose an algorithm to insert the cells
only on selected nodes in a logic circuit. The algorithm is based on ranking the circuit nodes based
on a new metric called the Probability of Radiation-blocker circuit Insertion (PRI) and inserting
the radiation blocking cells only on the top few nodes in the sorted list of PRI values. The PRI
metric is computed by taking a weighted combination of the glitch masking effect on a circuit node
and the slack available at that particular node. Thus, the algorithm inserts radiation blocking cells
selectively on soft error vulnerable nodes for the non-critical paths of a circuit. We experimented
with the framework using the NSCU 45nm Process Design Kit and the Nangate standard cell library.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of Radiation Induced Glitch Blocker Circuit

Experimental results on ISCAS85 benchmark circuits indicate that logic circuits optimized with
selective insertion of these radiation blocking cells can significantly reduce soft error rates with
marginal overheads in terms of delay and area.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the transistor level
circuit that can reduce the propagation of transients that are generated due to radiation. In Section
III, we describe an algorithm to insert the glitch blocking cells on selected circuit nodes to have
very low costs on delay and area costs. Section IV describes the experimental setup and presents
the results. Finally, we compare with some related works in Section V.

5.1

Radiation Induced Glitch Blocker Circuit
In this section, we describe the proposed circuit level technique for countering transient faults

in a standard cell based design flow. The technique is based on a RC differentiator circuit to counter
transient glitches due to radiation strikes occurring on the active area of the cells. The circuitry
which is attached to a standard cell output, will be referred to as the radiation blocker circuit throughout the paper.
The transistor level schematic of the radiation blocker circuit is shown in Figure 5.1. As shown
in the figure, the circuit consists of a RC differentiator implemented with MOS transistors M1, M2
and M3. A small, always on, NMOS transistor M1 provides enough resitance to obtain a large
voltage swing during radiation strikes. The small resistance can also be implemented using a simple
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Figure 5.2 Plotting the Voltages across M1

poly strip eliminating the need for M1. The NMOS and PMOS transisors M2 and M3 provide a
good constant capacitance value across a voltage range. The use of this configuration is motivated
by the idea that the current that flows through M1 is proportional to the change in voltage across the
node n1. In particular, the current flowing through M1, acting as a resistor, is given by,
I  t  Ce f f

d  Vn1 
dt

(5.1)

where Ce f f is the effective capacitance due to the NMOS and PMOS transistors M2 and M3.
The voltage swing accross M1 is proportional to this current. As shown in the figure, we denote
the voltage, with respect to ground, on the drain and source of M1 as Vr and Vr bar respectively.
During a radiation strike the voltage accross M1 is very high. This voltage is used to control the
gate-body voltage of the depletion type NMOS and PMOS transistors M4 and M5. As M4 and M5,
are depletion mode devices they are normally on and a negative voltage has be applied to make them
go into cutoff. During a regular logic transition, the voltage on node n1 changes in a comparatively
slower ramp and therefore the voltage accross M1 is small. Thus, during a regular logic transition
the voltage accross M1 is not enough to cut off M4 or M5.
However, during a single event transient due to a radiation strike, the change in voltage of node
n1 is exponential which leads to a large voltage drop across M1. This voltage drop is sufficient to
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Figure 5.3 (A) Transient Pulses on Inverter Cell for Radiation Strikes of Varying strength, (B) Corresponding Results on an Inverter Cell Protected with Radiation Blocker Circuit

cut-off depletion mode transistors M4 or M5. In Figure 5.2, we plot the transient node voltages
denoted by Vr and Vr bar. It should be noted that during the rising phase of the radiation induced
transient pulse, the voltage difference swing is positive and the depletion mode PMOS device M5
cuts off while if the voltage swing is negative and the depletion mode NMOS device M4 cuts off.
It should also be noted that a small positive or negative voltage appears accross M1 during regular
logic transitions as well. Since the magnitude of this voltage is small due to comparatively slower
changing voltage ramp of the output node during regular logic transitions, it does not cut off the
depletion mode transistors M5 or M4 respectively. We experimented with the radiation blocker
circuit using the FreePDK 45nm Process Design Kit on a simple inverter cell hit by radiation strike.
Figure 5.3(A) illustrates the transient glitches generated due to radiation strikes of varying strength
on the inverter cell. Figure 5.3(B) shows the corresponding results for inverter cell with radiation
blocker circuitry, which shows significant reduction in the transient pulses generated due to radiation
strikes. The passgate could always be replaced by a transmission gate to avoid a threshold drop. This
is especially true as supply voltage is reduced due to scaling trends which leads to the decrease in
noise margins. However, since this requires addition of two more transistors, we chose to stick with
the passgate solution in order to reduce the area overhead.
The radiation blocker circuit though effective in reducing transients due to radiation strikes has
an impact on area and delay when attached to the output of a standard cell. A generalized approach
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to reduce the area overhead is with the use of more compound/complex gate realizations. A compound gate is formed by the combination of series and parallel MOS structures with complementary
pull-up and pull-down logic. As these gates are built using static CMOS style, they are called static
CMOS complex gates (SCCG) [82]. The limitation with SCCG gates is that if the number of transistors in series exceeds an upper limit in any path of pull-up or pull-down logic, then there is a
hostile effect on the propagation delay of the gate. Typically, this upper bound can be safely fixed
to three or even four transistors. Thus, complex logic gates can be provided as input during the
technology mapping phase and the nodes in the corresponding circuit can be protected with the
radiation blocker circuit. We used a mix of some simple standard cells like inverter, nand2, nor2 etc
with SCCG standard cells like AOI222, OAI222 etc. Although, simple cells were required to enable
technology mapping cover all types of logic function large number of SCCG gates could be found in
the mapped netlist. This technique does reduce the overheads for our proposed approach, however,
if we protect all logic gates with the radiation blocker circuit then the area and delay overhead of
the entire circuit can still be significant. The area and delay overhead for various protected standard
cells are shown in Table 5.1 which shows that the overall area overhead can more than 60%. Based
on this observation, we developed an algorithm that exploits the asymmetric distribution of masking
probability to optimize only selective nodes of a logic circuit. Next, we present metrics to estimate
the various soft error masking effects on the circuit nodes.

5.2

Selective Insertion Algorithm
As discussed in section 5.1, the SER savings by using the radiation blocker circuit may be

nullified due to the overheads in delay and area. The overheads for protecting standard cells with
the radiation blocker circuit may be reduced by enforcing the use of SCCG gates. However, blind
protection by the use of radiation blocker on all gate output nodes will result in significant overheads.
In this section, we propose an algorithm for selective insertion of radiation blocker circuits on cell
outputs to provide reduction in circuit SER with very low performance and area overheads. The
CPO metric that is developed in the previous section is leveraged to selectively optimize vulnerable
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Table 5.1 Overhead of Adding Radiation Blocker Circuit for Various Standard Cells
Cell Name
INVX16
NAND2X4
NOR2X4
AOI21X4
AOI211X4
AOI22X4
AOI221X4
AOI222X4
OAI33X1
OAI21X4
OAI211X4
OAI22X4
OAI221X4
OAI222X4

% Area Overhead
74.14
74.14
74.14
52.95
41.19
41.19
30.89
26.48
52.95
52.95
41.19
37.07
30.89
26.48

% Delay Overhead
3.4
3.5
3.2
2.6
3.4
2.3
3.4
2.7
2.2
3.2
3.1
2.4
3.0
2.2

circuit nodes. Thus, the asymmetric distribution of SER masking probability is used to provide high
SER savings for the circuit while marginally impacting delay and area.
A combinational circuit without feedback can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The DAG can be made polar by assigning a dummy source node connected to all primary inputs and
a sink node connected to all primary outputs. The earliest arrival time (EAT) of each net can now be
computed by traversing the DAG in the topologically sorted order from the source and assigning the
EAT of a gate output as the maximum of the EATs of its inputs plus the delay of the gate. Similarly,
the latest arrival time (LAT) of each net can be computed by traversing the DAG in the topologically
sorted order from the sink and assigning the LAT of a gate input as the minimum of the LATs of its
outputs minus the delay of the gate. The difference of the LAT and the EAT provides the slack for
each net.
The probability for radiation blocker circuit insertion (PRI) of each gate output is now computed
by taking a weighted combination of the slack and the CPO at each cell output net. Thus the PRI at
the output of a gate i can be expressed as,
PRI  i  WSER

 CPO  i   Wslack  slack  i 
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(5.2)

Algorithm 3 Steps for the Proposed Selective SER Optimization Using Radiation Blocker Cells
(i) Perform technology mapping to structural netlist.
(ii) Read in structural netlist as a graph and create a polar DAG with source and sink nodes.
(iii) Estimate the logical observability of all the nets using the signal probability at the primary
inputs.
(iv) Populate the load caps at each internal node and compute the electrical observability of all
internal nets.
(v) Populate node delays using the gate type and the load cap and compute timing window observability for each net.
(vi) Compute the CPO of each net.
(vii) Perform a topological sort from the source node and calculate the EAT of each net.
(viii) Perform a topological sort from the sink node and calculate the LAT of each net.
(ix) Compute the slack of each net.
(x) Compute the PRI values of each net by taking the product of the CPO and the slack.
(xi) Select the M% topmost gates based PRI values (G M ).
(xii) Radiation blocker cells are inserted at the output of the gates selected in G M .





where CPO i  and slack i  indicate the CPO and the slack at the corresponding gate output,
while WSER and Wslack are user defined weights to tradeoff SER optimization and the corresponding
delay overhead. A higher value of PRI of a gate output indicates that the corresponding net has
a high slack and is highly susceptible for soft errors upsets at the registers or primary outputs due
to radiation strikes on the active area of the gate. Thus, protecting selective circuit nodes having
higher PRI values ensures that radiation blocker cells protect nodes on the non-critical path, but
those which are highly susceptible to soft errors. We select a set of M% of the gate nodes, G M , by
sorting the various gate output nets based on its PRI values. Choosing various values of M can be
used to tradeoff SER reduction with area and delay overhead. We have experimented with different
values of M. We provide detailed results of the tradeoff in SER reduction on area and delay overhead
with varying WSER , Wslack and M in the experimental results section.
The proposed algorithm for the selective insertion of radiation blocker circuits for SER optimization can be summarized in Algorithm 3. As shown, the algorithm starts with a initial technology mapped netlist and then computes the CPO and slack values for each net. The PRI values are
then computed for each gate output. The top M% of the gates based on PRI values are selected for
insertion of radiation blocker circuit. The computational complexity of the algorithm (not consid-
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Figure 5.4 Simulation Flow: SER Reduction by Using Radiation Blocker Circuits

ering technology mapping) is dominated by use of computation of topological sort which is used
for computation of CPO (steps iii and v in Algorithm 3) and slack at the gate outputs (steps vii and
viii in Algorthm 3). The computational complexity of topological sort depends on running DFS on



the circuit graph and roughly proportional to O n 2  when n is the number of gates in the circuit.



Steps ii,iv,vi,ix and x are linear time and hence is proportional to O n  while step xi is constant time



(O 1  ). Thus the overall computational complexity of the algorithm is quadratic in the number of
gates.

5.3

Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was implemented on 1.5Ghz UltraSparc processor with 4GB of mem-

ory and running SunOS 5.8. The results were validated using the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits.
We experimented with our proposed approach using the FreePDK 45nm Process Design Kit [31]
and the Nangate standard cell library [34] based on the 45nm technology. Synopsys Design Compiler was used to do the initial technology mapping and for computing the enabling probability of
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Figure 5.5 Layout of the Radiation Blocker Circuitry

the nets. We modeled radiation strikes of deposited charges in the range of [60fC, 135fC] with
current sources as defined in equation 1 with a τ α of 10ps and τβ of 5ps as in [39]. The range of
deposited charges were considered based on typical radiation flux at the sea-level [28]. The layout
of radiation blocker circuitry was created in Cadence Virtuoso(shown in Figure 5.5) and the netlist
with extracted parasitics were then simulated in SPICE for the original standard cell and the standard cell protected with the radiation blocker circuitry at its output node. We estimated the delay
and area overheads for each standard cell for adding the radiation blocker circuit using the SPICE
simulations and the layouts.
Many soft error estimation tools have been reported in literature [26, 29, 33, 59]. The ASSA
methodology [59] yields results quite close in accuracy to actual SPICE simulations and is significantly faster than other tools for SER estimation. We have implemented a version of this tool
in-house for our SER estimation. The overall simulation flow is given in Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.2 Experimental Results for ISCAS’85 Benchmark Circuits
Ckt
c432
c499
c880
c1355
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
AVG

% Reduction in SER
M=1% M=5% M=10%
6.20
18.76
32.54
4.95
15.41
28.85
17.74
44.46
61.76
4.07
13.67
25.33
14.25
36.70
53.00
18.39
64.91
76.27
16.71
39.49
54.01
18.81
43.36
59.42
30.54
50.33
62.43
14.14
41.58
59.38
14.58
36.87
51.30

% Delay Overhead
M=1% M=5% M=10%
0.18
0.37
0.54
0.00
0.05
0.23
0.07
0.20
0.43
0.00
0.06
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.28
0.07
0.07
0.32
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.33
0.42
0.04
0.12
0.23

% Area Overhead
M=1% M=5% M=10%
2.72
9.53
19.07
2.33
9.35
18.70
2.18
9.48
18.97
2.39
9.56
19.13
2.31
9.84
19.11
2.17
9.54
18.66
2.13
9.43
18.56
1.93
9.45
18.72
1.90
9.33
18.58
1.94
9.35
18.57
2.20
9.49
18.81

In Table 5.2, the results for ISCAS85 benchmarks are shown for reduction in SER along with
the corresponding overheads in delay and area. The results are reported for varying values of M with
the WSER and Wslack being fixed at 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. The SER reduction was calculated as the
decrease in SER of the selectively protected circuit compared with the SER of the original circuit
divided by the original SER. Similarly, the delay(area) overhead was calculated as the increase in
delay(area) of the selectively protected circuit compared with the delay(area) of the original circuit
divided by the original delay(area). c2670, c6288 and c880 did very well in reducing SER using
our proposed approach. Especially, for c6288 even when only 1% of cells were selected for the
selective insertion of the radiation blocker circuit more than 30% reduction in SER was achieved at
no delay penalty and a area overhead of only 1.9%. c432 showed high susceptibility of increasing
delay overhead with increase of M while increase in area overhead was more or less similiar accross
the various benchmarks. As shown in Table 5.2, on the average, our proposed approach can achieve
SER reduction of as much as 51% with area overhead of 18% and delay overhead of only 0.2%. As
power scales very well with the circuit area, we believe that the power overhead of our proposed
approach will also be quite less.
We also experimented with varying the weights for providing relative importance to SER and
slack (WSER and Wslack ) during computation of PRI values at various values of M. The results of
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of SER Reduction for Different User Defined Parameters

these comparisons are indicated in figures 5.6 - 5.8. As shown in Figure 5.6, the rate of SER reduction increases significantly when providing higher values to WSER while as shown in 5.7, increase
in delay overhead is only marginal. The effect is especially pronounced at higher values of M. As
shown in figure 5.8, changing the weights WSER and Wslack at a fixed value of M does not affect area
overhead, which is expected.

5.4

Comparison with Related Works
We understand that the comparison of our work to other circuit level works for improving SER

is not straight forward, since the base simulation platform for the methods are quite different. For
example, the shadow gates technique [39] uses 65 nm BPTM technology for their simulations while
the schmitt trigger based technique in [38] uses 0.35 um technology libraries for their experiments.
We therefore provide a qualitative comparison of our work with other circuit level techniques for
node hardening. The shadow gates with diode clamper based technique incurs a low delay overhead
for hardening circuit nodes [39]. However, the duplication of entire cells lead to high area overheads.
This is especially true for complex standard cells with many transistors. The area overhead of our
proposed approach is, on the other hand, irrespective of the type of standard cell. Infact as we have
shown, the SCCG gates using a radiation blocker circuit incur relatively low area overheads. Also,
due to process variations duplicate gates in the shadowing technique may not have the exact delay as
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of Delay Overhead for Different User Defined Parameters

original gate. This in turn may affect the performance of the hardened standard cell. Our approach,
does not suffer through such a limitation.
Complimentary pass gates can act as a low pass filter for glitches induced by radiation strikes
[37]. However, the method can only eliminate transient pulses with low or moderate magnitudes.
High amplitude pulses are attenuated but are not completely eliminated. Hence, protection against
a subset of radiation induced SETs can only be achieved. Otherwise, large sized pass gates or a
chain of pass gates need to be used. This can make it expensive in terms of delay for realistic
radiation flux found in sea level. The schmitt trigger based technique [38] uses explicit feedback
of stored charge to fight the transient charges injected during a radiation strike. This idea has also
been used in [36] in the context of dynamic gates or latches and in [40] for static CMOS circuits.
However, due to technology scaling, very less amount of charge is stored in the feedback node.
This seriously impacts the glitch reduction capability of these circuits at scaled technology nodes
especially where the soft error problem becomes an even bigger challenge. In contrast, our approach
uses the characteristic of the radiation induced transient itself to detect occurence of a radiation
strike and cuts the affected cell hit by the strike from providing input drive to the driven cell.
We also note that many works exist for selective sizing of gates of a circuit [84], [42], [45] and
simultaneous sizing and flip-flop selection [30] for SER reduction. However, we felt that it was not
fair to compare these logic level sizing approaches to our approach which predominantly depends
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of Area Overhead for Different User Defined Parameters

on circuit level hardening. We strongly feel that such sizing approaches can be applied over and
above our proposed approach to further reduce the circuit SER.
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CHAPTER 6
LOGIC LEVEL RELIABILITY-CENTRIC GATE SIZING

The trends in technology scaling, the shrinking device dimensions, the environmental noise factors and the uncertainty due to process variations have significantly impacted the reliability and
yield of integrated circuits in the nanometer regime. The transient faults, also known as soft errors, induced by particles arising from radiation strikes could occur not only in memory elements
but also in the internal nodes of combinational and sequential logic, which can propagate to other
nodes posing a significant threat to the signal integrity in circuits. Further, crosstalk noise due to
the cross coupling capacitance among wires placed proximally close is another major challenge towards achieving high signal quality. The presence of uncertainty due to process variations makes
it difficult to analyze and estimate noise in circuits. In this work, we investigate a new approach
for reliability centric gate sizing in which the objective is the simultaneous optimization of both the
soft error rate (SER) and the crosstalk noise besides the power and performance of circuits while
considering the effect of process variations. In the proposed approach, the soft error rate for a gate
is modeled as a first order function of the gate size and the sizes of the gates in its transitive fanin. The glitch masking effects are accurately captured by using two new metrics called the glitch
enabling probability (GEP) and the cumulative probability of observability (CPO) defined based
on the signal probabilities of the nets. The crosstalk induced noise is modeled at the logic level
based on the clustering of the structural netlists using the Rents rule. While the clustering algorithm
iterates until the difference in Rent’s exponent values between any pair of clusters falls below a
user defined threshold, the crosstalk noise is optimized by minimizing the pair-wise differences in
sizes of all cells within a cluster. Further, maximizing the variance in the gate sizes results in maximizing the available slack which in turn minimizes the delay uncertainty due to process variations,
thus improving the timing yield. The first order modeling of SER and the crosstalk noise at the
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logic level reduces the number of decision choices thus reducing the search space resulting in an
efficient optimization algorithm. The resulting gate sizing problem is formulated as a non-linear
mathematical program which is solved using the interior point method. Experimental results on
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits indicate significant improvement in SER, crosstalk noise, power and
timing yield compared to the corresponding constrained optimization formulations.

6.1

Interaction of Various Noise Sources under Process Uncertainty
In the nanometer regime, the interconnect geometries in integrated circuits have aggressively

scaled down. While this has reduced the self capacitance of the wires, the coupling capacitance
between the wires has become a challenge to the reliability of the systems. Two closely spaced nets
are treated as victim or aggressors each with respect to the other net. A victim net is often adversely
affected by the transitions on the aggressor net due to the coupling capacitance between them which
may lead to functional failures (wrong logic computation or longer circuit delay) leading to a timing
failure. If the victim switches in the same direction as the aggressor, the signal transition in the victim is hastened leading to hold time violations, while if the victim switches in the opposite direction
as the aggressor, the signal transition is delayed leading to setup time violations and timing failure.
If the victim line is at steady state and a switching in the aggressor induces a signal higher(lower)
than its high(low) logic level, a bootstrap noise results. In general, crosstalk noise depends primarily
on the coupling capacitance between the interconnects, the spacing between the wires, and the sizes
of the victim and the aggressor gates.
In this section, we illustrate how the effects of crosstalk noise and soft errors are compounded
due to their simultaneous presence in a circuit. Consider the occurrence of a radiation induced glitch
on the output of gate G4 in Figure 6.1. The glitch may be sufficiently separated in time from the
arrival of the clock edge. However, the induced crosstalk due to Cz causes a spurious clock pulse and
the glitch is latched. Note that G4 may have high masking probability due to its large timing window
masking factor but a soft error still results due to the coupled capacitive effect. Again, consider the
case that due to logic transitions on aggressors G1 and G5 a crosstalk noise appears on victim G3
through coupling capacitors Cx and Cy. The amplitude of such crosstalk noise may be small to
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Figure 6.1 Interaction of Soft Errors and Crosstalk Noise

cause functional failure. The glitch will be intensified, however, if a radiation strike occurs on gate
G3 at the same time, ultimately leading to a functional failure. Thus, it can be seen that although a
single noise source may not affect the functionality of a circuit, the simultaneous presence of various
noise sources could intensify the effects of each other. As the vulnerability of the system is more
severely affected in the presence of multiple noise sources, the analysis and optimization of circuits
considering the effect of a single noise source could be inefficient and pessimistic.
Next, we illustrate how deterministic noise avoidance techniques are rendered ineffective in the
presence of extreme process variations in current designs. A popular strategy for soft error detection
is based on cost effective partial duplication [85]. However, as shown in Figure 6.2, the delay of the
duplicated logic block may be quite different from the original logic due to process variations. Thus,
if the delays of the original and the duplicated blocks are significantly separated in time, the above
approach is no longer applicable for error detection. Further, the signal switching delay of a victim
net is affected due to switching on its coupled aggressor nets. The delay of the signal in the victim
net could be larger(smaller) when the aggressors are switching in the opposite(same) direction as
the victim. Thus, crosstalk noise can create delay uncertainty. Delay uncertainty also results in
the presence of process variations due to uncertainty in gate length, oxide thickness, gate threshold
voltage etc. A unified scheme is thus required which can handle delay uncertainty due to both
crosstalk noise and manufacturing variations. The uncertainty in propagation delay of signals can
cause violations in set-up and hold timing constraints resulting in timing failure of the design [72].
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6.2

Logic Level Modeling of the Design Metrics
In this section, we describe our methodology for modeling at the logic level the various metrics

for design optimization like SER, crosstalk noise, power and delay. In Section 7.2.1, we provide
some background on soft errors in logic circuits followed by a first order model for the optimization
of the soft error rate. In Section 7.2.2, we present a Rent’s rule based clustering method to model
crosstalk noise effects in the logic level. Finally, in Section 7.2.3, we describe the power and timing
models.
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6.2.1

First Order Modeling of Glitch Masking Effects

We have developed a first order model of the soft error in a circuit node by only considering,
the effect of the size of the gate and the sizes of the gates in the transitive fan-in of the gate. It can
be shown that such an approximation leads to negligible error in SER estimation [30]. As shown in
Figure 6.3(A), higher gate sizes have an adverse effect in propagating transient pulses. This is due
to the fact that such a signal is amplified to a greater extent by a larger gate. Thus, smaller sized
gates are good for filtering out transient pulses due to radiation strikes and hence can effectively
reduce circuit SER. However, as shown in Figure 6.3(B), smaller sized gates have a lower Q crit , and
are easily vulnerable to transient pulse generation following a radiation strike. Larger gates have
sufficiently higher amount of stored charges and hence their inherent inertia prevents the generation
of transient pulses.
As described in Chapter 3, the CPO and GEP accurately captures the masking phenomenon at
the logic level. We select a set of gate nodes, G M , by sorting the various gate output nets based on
its CPO and selecting M% of the topmost nets. The value of M was empirically selected to be 10%.

6.2.2

Crosstalk Noise Modeling at the Logic Level

Gate (driver and receiver) sizing can be an effective technique to reduce crosstalk noise on the
nets. However, if the size of one gate is increased to reduce the crosstalk noise on its output net,
the noise induced by it on the neighboring net increases. This makes the aggressor and victim gates
interchange roles thus resulting in a cyclic dependency in sizing order. In general, crosstalk noise
may be estimated very easily in the post routing stage. However, in this case sizing has to be limited
only to free/dead space around the cell which may not yield the best solution. Alternatively, the
entire place and route needs to be repeated for the new sizing solution, which in turn may lead to
very different crosstalk estimates, and the whole process needs to be iterated until convergence is
achieved. To alleviate this problem, we choose to estimate crosstalk noise at the gate level.
It should be noted, however, that modeling crosstalk noise at the logic level is a challenging
problem. As no layout information is available, neighbouring aggressor nets of a victim net and the
degree of their overlap is unknown. This makes estimation of coupling capacitance at the logic level
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Figure 6.4 Modeling Crosstalk Noise using Graph Clustering based on Rent’s Exponent Values

a very difficult problem and an efficient heuristic is required to estimate the subsequent placement
and routing phases. We have modeled the effect of crosstalk noise by exploiting Rent’s rule which
relates the number of external signal connections to the gate count of a logic block and is given by,
T

 tG p

(6.1)

where T denotes the number of external connections, G is the gate count of the logic block, t
corresponds roughly to the average pin count of each gate and p is the Rent’s exponent. The Rent’s
exponent is often used to derive placement models [102]. We model crosstalk effects by clustering
the structural netlist based on Rent’s exponent values. The clustering algorithm is iterated until
the difference in Rent’s exponent values between any pair of clusters falls below a user defined
threshold. Rent’s exponent values are computed as in [102] for large clusters and by brute force
for small clusters. As shown in Figure 6.4 for an example circuit (c17), we found that a generated
cluster is quite accurate in providing an estimate of the local placement around each cell in the
placement phase that follows. The nets for the cells of the same cluster are thus highly probable to
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be coupled together and hence can induce crosstalk noise. The crosstalk noise can then be optimized
by minimizing the difference in sizes of all the cells in the same cluster. Our simulations suggest
that such a Rent’s exponent based clustering approach along with routing hints is quite effective in
modeling crosstalk noise at the logic level.

6.2.3

Power and Timing Models

The dynamic power consumption of a gate i is given as,
Pi

1 2
fV Ei  Ci  Cwire 
2 dd



 Psc

(6.2)

where, Pi is the total dynamic power consumed by gate i, f is the clock frequency, Vdd is the
supply voltage for the gate, Ei is the average switching activity of the gate, Ci is the intrinsic gate
capacitance, Cwire is the sum of all the interconnects that fanout from gate i and Psc is the shortcircuit power. Reducing the size (S i ) of the gate reduces the intrinsic gate capacitance of gate i,
power consumption and fan-in load capacitances of the gates in the transitive fan-out of the gate i.
A non-linear delay model of a gate i is given by the logical effort model [68, 81],

di

 ai  bi

∑

Sj

jε f o i

Si

(6.3)



where, Si refers to the size of gate i, f o i  is the set of gates that fanout from gate i, constant coefficients ai and bi are empirically determined for each type of cell by processing the vendor specific
library file. The delay values for various load values with different drive strengths is extracted from
the library file and the non-linear coefficients are determined by using a curve-fitting program.
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6.3

Gate Sizing Formulation
The minimum delay in a circuit is achievable by respecting the static timing analysis constraints

and hence solving the unimetric constrained optimization problem as shown below,
min Tmax
s  t  Simin
and Dg
and Tout
and Dg

(6.4)

max
% Si % Si

% Tout

% Tmax

 Tin   ai 

& gεG
& outεPO

∑

Sj



jε f o i
b i Si

where, Tin and Tout is the specified timing target of the input and output of a gate, g denotes a
particular gate in a circuit which belongs to the set of all gates G, and PO is the set of all primary
outputs. Simin and Simax for gate i accounts for the size restrictions for that gate type in the library.
If we only target power minimization, then all the gates can be set to minimum size. The minimum power in a circuit is thus obtained by solving the following unimetric constrained optimization
problem,
min ∑ Pi

(6.5)

i

s  t  Simin
and Dg
and Dg

max
% Si % Si

% Tout

 Tin   ai 

& gεG

∑

jε f o i
b i Si

Sj



where, Pi is same as defined in equation 6.2, while the other notations are the same as defined in
equation 6.10.
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Using the first order soft error analysis described in Section 6.2.1, a nonlinear mathematical
program for unimetric constrained SER aware gate sizing can be formulated as shown below,
max
s  t  X j  ∑iε f i

∑

Xk Sk

kεGM

j

Si ' GEPi j 
1 % Xj

and

and Simin

Sj

%

1

& jεGM

& jεGM

max
% Si % Si

% Tout

& gεG

 Tin   ai 

jε f o i
b i Si

and Dg
with Dg

% 1

(6.6)

∑

Sj





where f i i  is the set of gates that is in the transitive fan-in of gate i, GEPi j is the GEP for a net
i for gate j, GM is the selected set of M gates as described previously and Xi are slack variables
for the mathematical program for the M selected gates. Our convex program accounts for the first
order soft error analysis by selectively choosing to minimize S i (by maximizing ( Si ) or to maximize Si . If X j happens to be positive to satisfy the first constraint in equation 6.7, simultaneously
maximizing X j S j and bounding X j to be in [-1,1] pushes X j towards the value of 1 and leads the
objective function to maximize Si . Similarly, if X j happens to be negative to satisfy the constraint,
simultaneously maximizing X j S j and bounding X j to be in [-1,1] pushes X j towards the value -1
and leads the objective function to maximize ( S i . The formulation of the first constraint in equation 6, actually captures whether there is a higher probability of glitch occurring at the gates in the
transitive fan-in of the gate i or if there is a higher probability of glitch occurring on the gate i itself.
Thus, simultaneously bounding the slack variables, along with maximizing X k ) Sk forces selective
minimization or maximization of gate sizes of the gates depending on the higher probability of the
occurrence of a glitch, either on transitive fan-in of the gate or on the gate itself.
Further, using the Rent’s rule based graph clustering for crosstalk noise modeling described
in 6.2.2, a mathematical program for optimizing crosstalk noise effects during gate sizing can be
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represented as,
min ∑

∑  Si

Sj

& CεClustersgraph

2

C i jεC

s  t  Simin

with Dg

max
% Si % Si

% Tout

& gεG

 Tin   ai 

jε f o i
b i Si

and Dg

(6.7)

∑

Sj



where Clustersgraph denotes the set of clusters obtained using hierarchical graph clustering on the
structural netlist graph. We can now provide a multi-metric gate sizing scheme for simultaneous
optimization of SER, crosstalk noise and power under delay constraints as follows,
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where, POnodes are the gates connected to the primary outputs, Tspec is the specified timing target based upon solving equation 5, while Pu , Ru and Nu are the solutions obtained after solving
the unimetric optimization problems given by equations 6-8, and helps in normalizing the various
metrics in the multi-metric objective function. c1 c2 and c3 are user-defined weighting coefficients
controlling the optimization of SER, power and crosstalk noise respectively.
As discussed previously, process parameter variations impact the gate delays of the cells in a
design thus impacting the overall circuit delay and hence affecting the timing yield of the design.
We minimize the timing yield loss due to process variations by maximizing the delay variance at
each node in the timing graph. The maximum delay variance is achieved by adding slack variables
for each node in the node based STA formulation and then maximizing the sum of such slack variables for all nodes. Further, our Rent’s exponent based clustering formulation to optimize crosstalk
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noise can also be used effectively to model spatial correlations among process parameters. Nodes
belonging to the same cluster are likely to be placed closer together by the placer and hence will
have similar delay variance characteristics. Thus, a mathematical program for optimizing timing
yield under delay constraints can be stated as follows,
max ∑g σg
s  t  Simin
and Dg
and Tout
and D p
and ∑i

jεC

max
% Si % Si

& gεG
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 σi σ j  2 % δ
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and Dg

(6.9)
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where δ is user defined threshold parameter that models spatial correlation in the delay variance of a
gate. We can now provide a multi-metric gate sizing formulation towards simultaneous optimization
of power, SER, crosstalk noise and parametric yield under delay constraints as follows,
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where, Vu is the normalization factor obtained after solving equation 10 and c4 is user-defined
parameter controlling the optimization of timing yield.
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Algorithm 4 Steps in the Proposed Gate Sizing Algorithm
(i) Perform technology mapping to structural netlist.
(ii) Read in structural netlist as a graph.
(iii) Estimate the CPO and GEP of all the nets using the enabling probability of the nets.
(iv) Select the M topmost gates based CPO values.
(v) Solve unimetric delay minimization problem to determine the timing target
(vi) Solve unimetric power minimization problem.
(vii) Solve unimetric SER maximization problem.
(vii) Solve unimetric crosstalk minimization problem.
(vii) Solve unimetric delay variance maximization problem.
(ix) Use the solutions for the above four problems to form a multi-metric optimization problem
and decide a timing target using the solution of the unimetric delay minimization problem.
(x) Solve the corresponding problem using KNITROS.
(xi) Discretize the solution into a structural netlist.

The steps for the proposed reliability-centric gate sizing algorithm under process variations is
illustrated in Algorithm 5. The algorithm initially solves the unimetric optimization problems for
reliability (both for crosstalk noise and SER), power and delay. These solutions are used to formulate the unified optimization problem. The continuous gate sizes are discretized using a nearest
neighbor function, as in [78, 81], to produce a sized structural netlist.

6.4

Experimental Results
The proposed gate sizing algorithm was implemented on 1.5Ghz UltraSparc processor with

4GB of memory and running SunOS 5.8. The results were validated using the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits [70]. We used a subset of cells (INV, NOR2, NAND2, XOR2) from the TSMC 90
nm technology library for our simulations. Synopsys Design Compiler was used to do the initial
technology mapping and for computing the enabling probability of the nets. The Rent’s exponent
based clustering was performed by a separate C script. The convex programs were solved using the
KNITROS optimization solver [71] available from the NEOS server. The co-efficient weights were
chosen empirically in our formulation, and were set to equal weights of 0.25 each.
Many soft error estimation tools have been reported in literature [29, 33]. We chose the SEATLA tool [29] for soft error rate estimation, primarily for its speed and accuracy and also because it
models the entire spectrum of neutron strikes (from charge values in the [10fC,150fC] range). The
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Table 6.1 Experimental Results on Benchmark Circuits
ISCAS’ 85
Benchmark
circuits
c17
c432
c499
c880
c1355
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c7552

Timing Yield Calculation at Different Timing Margins for
Deterministic Worst Case
Proposed Approach
at 5% at 15% at 30% at 5% at 15%
at 30%
79.48 82.99
99.91 95.57 99.08
99.91
51.74 87.45
99.1
61.72
92.1
99.32
41.79 84.24
97.81 56.57 88.53
98.9
52.76 87.51
98.38 73.92 93.03
98.41
42.56 84.56
95.68 62.75 91.31
97.51
43.04 84.38
97.84 66.42 89.58
98.66
62.96 81.27
94.19
71.6
84.02
96.84
47.59 86.96
96.63 54.29 88.91
97.46
48.33 88.52
99.23 83.26 99.04
99.93
42.94
85.4
98.08 57.88 95.17
99.63

tool, however, has a path-based approach which was impractical for large circuits due to the exponential number of paths. The overall circuit SER was therefore computed by a top-down procedure.
We partitioned the larger circuits using into sub-circuits and the SER was computed for each subcircuit using SEAT-LA. We computed the product of the SER of the sub-circuit closer to primary
outputs with the SER of the sub-circuit at its fan-in multiplied by its GEP. The SER for a top level
circuit was computed as the sum of such products for all sub-circuits at its transitive fan-in. The
entire flow is repeated for several random input vectors to compute an average SER rate.
Crosstalk noise was estimated by placement and routing of the structural netlist in Cadence
Encounter and then using Cadence Fire’n’Ice for extracting the parasitic resistance and capacitance
values in SPEF format. Fire’n’Ice also provides the net lengths of the coupled nets to a particular
net in the SPEF file. The top few aggressor nets were identified for each net using a C script.
Subsequently, the average crosstalk noise is estimated as in discussed in [69, 82] with a separate C
script.
We estimated the timing yield of the netlist using a in-house implementation of a SSTA tool,
which is based on propagating discrete probability distributions through the structural netlist as
described in [73]. The variance of the individual gate distributions were modified to model spatial
correlations using the information from the placement tool.
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Figure 6.6 Average Timing Yield at Different Timing Margins

We estimated the timing yield for a deterministic delay optimized gate sizing formulation with
worst corner-case values and for a gate sizing approach as provided in equation 8 at different timing
targets. The timing targets was decided based on adding a T % margin on the critical delay obtained
using traditional gate sizing for delay optimization. The timing yield for various values of the timing
margin T is shown in Table 1. As shown in the Figure 6.6, our gate sizing methodology considering
process variations can improve the timing yield of designs by more than 15% for designs with timing
margins of less than 5%.
We illustrate the results of SER reduction on ISCAS85 benchmarks for single-metric SER optimization and multi-metric optimization technique considering simultaneous optimization of SER,
delay and power. As shown in Figure 6.7, for single-metric SER optimization, the average SER
reduction over unimetric delay optimization is 52% and 25% over unimetric power optimization.
For multi-metric optimization, the average SER reduction over unimetric delay optimization is 45%
and 11% over unimetric power optimization. We compute the delay overhead of the single-metric
SER optimization and the multi-metric optimization as the percentage increase in normalized delay
compared to unimetric delay optimization.
We also estimated the percentage reduction in dynamic power, crosstalk noise and SER rate
for the multi-metric gate sizing formulation considering process variation with the corresponding
constrained optimization with a single objective while the other metrics were constrained to the
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Figure 6.7 SER Reduction for ISCAS85 benchmarks

value obtained using the multi-metric sizing scheme. For example, for comparing power reduction
we constrained the SER, crosstalk noise and parametric yield to be the same as obtained in the
multi-metric optimization and formulated the power optimization problem under these constraints.
As shown in figure 6.8, on average the multi-metric optimization methodology showed about 39%
improvement in dynamic power reduction. For comparing SER reduction we constrained the power,
crosstalk noise and parametric yield to be the same as obtained in the multi-metric optimization and
formulated the SER optimization problem under these constraints. As shown in figure 6.8, on
average the multi-metric optimization methodology showed about 21% improvement in soft error
rates.

Figure 6.8 Improvement in SER, Crosstalk Noise and Power
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We also compared reduction in average crosstalk noise by constraining the power, SER and parametric yield to be the same as obtained in the multi-metric optimization and formulated the crosstalk
optimization problem under these constraints. As shown in figure 6.8, on average the multi-metric
optimization methodology showed about 26% improvement in average crosstalk noise. We also
noted that methodology, when tested on larger benchmarks failed due to memory and size limitations of the KNITRO solver. This is inherently a limitation of the solver used and not of the proposed
approach. Further, this is not severe because of the increasing trend towards shallower logic depths
in integrated circuits of the nanometer regime due to high clock frequency requirements.
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CHAPTER 7
SOFT ERROR TOLERANCE AT ARCHITECTURAL LEVEL

With the continuous decrease in the minimum feature size and increase in the chip density due
to technology scaling, on-chip L2 caches are becoming increasingly susceptible to multi-bit soft
errors. The increase in multi-bit errors could lead to higher risk of data corruption and potentially
result in the crashing of application programs. Traditionally, the L2 caches have been protected from
soft errors using techniques such as (i) error detection/correction codes, (ii) physical interleaving of
cache bit lines to convert multi-bit errors into single-bit errors and (iii) cache scrubbing. While the
first two methods incur large area overheads for multi-bit errors, identifying the time interval for
scrubbing could be tricky.
In this chapter, we investigate in detail the multi-bit soft error rates in large L2 caches and propose a framework of solutions for their correction based on the amount of redundancy present in the
memory hierarchy. We investigate several new techniques for reducing multi-bit errors in large L2
caches, in which, the multi-bit errors are detected using simple error detection codes and corrected
using the data redundancy in the memory hierarchy. We also propose several techniques to control/mine the redundancy in the memory hierarchy to further improve the reliability of the L2 cache.
The proposed techniques were implemented in the Simplescalar framework and validated using the
SPEC 2000 integer and floating point benchmarks for L2 cache vulnerability, global cache miss-rate,
average cycle count and main memory write back rate, considering the area and power overheads.
Experimental results indicate that the vulnerability of L2 caches can be decreased by 40% on the
average for integer benchmarks and 32% on the average for floating point benchmarks, with an average multi-bit error coverage of about 96%, with significantly less area and power overheads and
with virtually no performance penalty.
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Figure 7.1 Vulnerability of Different Cache Organizations for SPECINT2000.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we model the vulnerablity of
the L2 caches due to multi-bit errors using a probabilistic formulation characterized by extensive
simulations for multi-bit errors in various L2 cache organizations. In Section 4.2, we present several
schemes to improve vulnerablity of the L2 cache based on exploiting the redundancy present in the
memory hierarchy. In Section 4.3, we present schemes to control the redundancy for reducing the
vulnerability of the L2 cache. Section 4.4 details the experimental methodology and the results. Finally, Section 4.5 compares our redundancy based multi-bit error protection framework with several
recent works in literature.

7.1

Characterization of Multi-bit Errors in Conventional Caches
In this section, we provide a characterization of the multi-bit error rate in coventional caches.

In particular, we are interested in characterizing how the multi-bit error rate changes with cache
size, associativity and cache line size. We assume that error detection codes (EDC) like CRC or
Hamming distance are maintained which require much less area overhead than error detection and
correction codes like ECC. Multi-bit errors in the dirty bit lines of the L2 caches can be detected
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Figure 7.2 Vulnerability of Different Cache Organizations for SPECFP2000.

using these EDC codes. However, unlike clean cache lines, the multi-bit errors in the dirty cache
lines cannot be corrected, as no duplicate of the correct data is maintained. We therefore define the
vulnerability of the L2 cache as the percentage of dirty cache lines within a given time interval. Next
in Section 7.1.1, we model the vulnerablity of the L2 caches due to multi-bit errors using a probabilistic formulation. In Section 7.1.2, we characterize the probabilistic model through extensive
simulations for multi-bit errors in various L2 cache organizations.

7.1.1

Probabilistic Characterization of Multi-bit Error Rate

As discussed previously, the vulnerability of the L2 cache is given by the expected number of



dirty cache lines in a time interval. The expected number of dirty cache lines (represented as E D  )
in a time interval of T , is the joint probability that a block with address X will be written and will
not be replaced. This can be represented mathematically as:



E D +* N ,

T
0

-

p Blk * B /.
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W rt 0.



Evict  c  dt

(7.1)



where N is the number of blocks in the cache. Let p blk * B  represent the probability that a



particular block B is accessed, p W rt  represent the probability that a write occurs at that block, and



p Ev  represent the probability that the block is evicted during the time period T . Assuming that
the events are independent, we obtain from the above equation:



E D 1* N ,
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p blk * B  p W rt 32 1 ( p Ev 4 dt

(7.2)

A block B is evicted from the cache if the same set address as that of block B is generated, a tag
match does not occur for none of the blocks in the set and the block B is selected for replacement by
the replacement scheme. Representing this mathematically and again assuming independence we
have:



p Ev 5*







p SetAd * set 2 B4632 1 ( p M 4 p blkEv * B 

(7.3)



In the above equation, p SetAd * set 2 B46 is the probability that a set address is generated that has





the same set as block B, p M  gives the probability that a tag match succeeds and p blkEv * B  is
the probability that the block B in that set is selected for replacement by the replacement algorithm.



Based on a LRU replacement policy, for example, p blkEv * B  gives the probability that the oldest
block in the set is B.
Based on the above equations, we can thus characterize the change in cache vulnerability due to
changes in cache size. However, characterizing L2 cache vulnerability directly from the probabilistic model, due to changes in associativity and cache line size is difficult. Therefore, we performed
extensive simulations on SPEC2000 benchmarks to characterize L2 cache vulnerability against
changes in cache line size and associativity. Based on this study, we estimated the probabilities
for our model.

7.1.2

Vulnerability of Conventional Cache Organizations

In this subsection, we describe the experiments conducted to study the vulnerability due to
multi-bit errors for various L2 cache organizations for estimating the probabilities of the model
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described in the previous subsection. Figure 7.1 shows the results for the SPEC2000 integer benchmarks. We varied cache sizes from 16KB to 64KB and 256KB and cache line sizes from 16 bytes
to 32 bytes and 64 bytes, assuming direct and set-associative mapping. The vulnerabilities of the
16KB, 64KB, and 256KB caches were obtained to be 28%, 37%, and 46%, on the average, respectively. Also, as shown in Figure 7.1(D), changing associativity does not affect much the vulnerability. The 2-way and 4-way caches show slightly lower vulnerability than the direct-mapped
cache. The results for the floating point benchmarks were similiar to that of the integer benchmarks as in Figure 7.2. The vulnerability is observed to be 39%, 43%, and 49% for the 16KB,
64KB, and 256KB caches, respectively. The floating-point benchmarks show higher vulnerability
in small cache configurations than the integer benchmarks. The above results are used to estimate
the probabilities of the model described in previous subsection.

7.2

Redundancy-based Error Protection
In this section, we present two new schemes that can exploit the inherent redundancy existing

in the memory hierarchy to improve the vulnerablity of L2 cache. In Section 7.2.1, we present a
scheme to exploit the redundancy existing between the write through L1 cache and the L2 cache
to reduce the vulnerablity of the L2 cache. In Section 7.2.2, we describe a scheme to exploit the
redundancy between the L2 cache and the main memory to reduce the vulnerablity of the L2 cache.

7.2.1

Exploiting L1/L2 Redundancy

The redundancy inherent in the memory hierarchy of high performance processors can be exploited to impove the reliability of the L2 cache against soft errors [92]. Most commercial processors support a write-through L1 cache and a write-back L2 cache. We assumed that the L1 cache
supports a no-write allocate policy and a merging write buffer exists between the L1 cache and the
L2 cache which prevents bandwidth and power bottlenecks for the write-through L1 cache [86]. As
the L1 cache is write-through, the write operations are performed on both the L1 and the L2 cache
thus maintaining redundant copies of the data. Also, there are many cache lines that reside in both
the L1 cache and the L2 cache since they are placed in both of them on L2 cache read misses. We
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Figure 7.3 Illustrating Inclusion Property and Fine Grain Dirtiness

define this implicit redundancy between the L1 and the L2 cache lines as the inclusion property of
the L2 cache.
Soft errors become effective when the data items with errors are replaced from the L2 cache and
written into the main memory. If the data items are referenced again from the main memory, the
errors will be effective and affect program output. This however can be avoided as redundant correct
data is present in the L1 cache. Thus when a L2 cache line is replaced, they have to be checked
for soft errors. All multi-bit errors can be detected using conventional error detecting codes and
corrected by fetching non-corrupt data from the L1 cache.
In order to support the above scheme, an inclusion bit is maintaind with each L2 cache line.
On a read operation, with a L1 cache miss but a L2 cache hit, the inclusion bit is set to 1 for the
corresponding L2 cache block. Also, the L1 cache block that is being replaced due to the miss will
cause the corresponding L2 cache block to have no duplicates in the L1 cache. So the inclusion bit
of the L2 cache block corresponding to the replaced block from the L1 cache is reset to zero. On
a write operation, with a miss on both the L1 cache and the L2 cache, the inclusion bit is reset to
zero for the L2 cache block (no write-alloate policy for L1). The L1 cache line is also invalidated
corresponding to the replaced L2 cache block. On a read operation, with a miss on both the L1 and
L2 cache, the inclusion bit is set to 1 for the new cache line.
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7.2.2

Fine Grain Dirtiness

The redundancy between L2 cache and main memory assumes the form of clean L2 cache lines.
Errors in clean L2 cache lines can be corrected by re-fetching them from the main memory, whereas,
the errors in the dirty cache lines are not correctable. This, however, assumes that whole data in the
cache line are modified. In the standard cache architecture, even when only one word is modified,
the dirty bit for the entire cache line containing that word is set to one. Thus, we lose the information
that other words in the cache line are clean. This problem can be alleviated by adding more dirty bits
for each cache line. We define this as supporting fine-grain dirtiness in the L2 cache. Fine-grain
dirtiness can be supported, for example, if one dirty bit can be allocated for each memory word.
Only the dirty bit corresponding to modified memory word is set to one and other dirty bits are not
affected. When an error is detected in a clean L2 cache word during a cache read or a cache line
replacement, the error can be corrected by refetching the word from the main memory. Thus, we
can correct multi-bit soft errors in the L2 cache and improve recover-ability of the L2 cache. Area
overhead is small for fine-grain dirtiness: one dirty bit for each memory word, which is the same
overhead as parity check code.
Supporting a dirty bit for each memory word does not increase the complexity of the cache
hierarchy. On a read miss in the L2 cache, all dirty bits are reset to zero. The dirty bit corresponding
to the modified memory word is set to one on a L2 cache write. From CACTI simulation [87], the
latency and power overhead due to additional dirty bits is much lower than 1% for a 256KB L2
cache with 32B cache lines.
Figure 7.3 illustrates our memory hierarchy that utilizes inclusion property and supports finegrain dirtiness. Without loss of generality, the L1 and the L2 cache line sizes have been assumed to
be the same. Often, the larger L2 cache line size is assumed to be a multiple of the L1 cache line
size as in [5, 30, 31]. In this case, to support inclusion property, we consider that the L2 cache line
is divided into blocks of sizes equal to the L1 cache size and provide multiple inclusion bits for the
each of these blocks. As illustrated in the figure, a multi-bit error in the right half of the L2 cache
line with inclusion bit 0 and dirty bits 10 can be corrected by re-fetching the matching data from
the main memory since the right half has not been modified. A multi-bit error in the L2 cache line
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Figure 7.4 Illustrating Reliability-centric Replacement and Small Value Duplication

with inclusion bit 1 and dirty bits 00 will cause no writeback when it is replaced thus correcting the
error. All L2 cache lines with their inclusion bits 1 can be recovered from soft errors by re-fetching
the corresponding L1 cache lines.
Since the L1 cache lines are a small percentage of L2 cache lines, vulnerability of L2 cache
does not reduce significantly using this scheme. Also correcting a clean cache word by accessing
the corresponding memory word can create a performance bottleneck. Therefore, we suggest more
aggressive techniques in the next sections which combined with the techniques already proposed
will significantly reduce the vulnerability of the L2 cache.

7.3

Improving Reliability by Controlling Redundancy
In this section, we propose two new schemes to mine/control the additional redundancy in the

memory hierarhy. In Section 7.3.1, we propose a cache line replacement policy biased towards
reliability. The dirty cache blocks which have no duplicates in the memory hierarchy are selected
for replacement on a cache miss, thus implicitly increasing redundancy and improving reliability. In
Section 7.3.2, we exploit small data values in cache lines to increase redundancy at the word level
and hence further improve reliability of the L2 cache.
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7.3.1

Reliability-centric Replacement Policy

The conventional cache line replacement policies aim at improving memory performance by
reducing miss rates. They are generally based on access history of cache lines such as recency and
frequency of cache line accesses. For example, LRU (Least Recently Used), MFU (Most Frequently
Used), and FIFO (First In First Out) use recency or frequency information. The cache line replacement policy can be adapted to improve the reliability of the L2 cache. In addition to recency and
frequency information, we can also include dirtiness of the cache blocks in the process of selecting
a victim cache line. If a dirty cache line is chosen as a victim, the number of dirty cache lines in
the L2 cache per cycle will reduce and, thus, the vulnerability of the L2 cache will reduce. As blind
cache line replacements may affect performance adversely, a hybrid replacement policy has been
developed by combining the conventional LRU policy with the dirtiness-based replacement policy.
When there is no dirty cache line in the accessed set of the L2 cache line, the LRU cache line is
replaced. When the LRU cache line is clean and a next LRU cache line is dirty, the next LRU line
is selected as a victim. Only the LRU replacement policy is considered when the number of dirty
blocks in the L2 cache is below a vulnerability threshold. The estimated number of dirty cache



lines, E D  , derived from the probabilistic model discussed in Section 4.1 is used to determine the
vulnerability threshold, VT , as follows:



E D
VT * KV
N

(7.4)

where KV is a user-defined constant and N is the total number of blocks in the cache. Thus,
the vulnerability threshold depends on the target application workload, which in our case is the
SPEC2000 benchmarks, while a user-defined soft-error budget can be specified by controlling KV .
Thus, using the probabilistic model, average number of vulnerable blocks can be estimated based
on the cache design parameters and therefore can be used to set the vulnerability threshold appropriately. The probabilistic formulation decouples vulnerability, which is a characteristic of the
application and the cache architecture, from the soft error rate which is characteristic of the envi-
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ronment in which the system is operating. Performance can also be traded for higher reliability of
the L2 cache by controlling KV .
Algorithm 5 The Algorithm for L2-cache access for Multi-bit Soft Error Protection
if CACHE HIT then
if cmd == WRITE then
if value generated is small then
set the corresponding small value bit /* Small Value Detection */
end if
if matched block in set-address(addr).dirty-bit == TRUE then
set-address(addr).written-bit (NMW bit) = TRUE
end if
set-address(addr).dirty-bit = TRUE
end if
else
if No. of dirty blocks _ Total No. of blocks  VT then
/* Use LRU replacement */
else
Select a Block for replacement such that
set-address(addr).dirty-bit == TRUE and
set-address(addr).written-bit (NMW bit) == FALSE and
set-address(addr).inclusion-bit == FALSE
If other blocks in this set are found with this property, write these to lower level as well /*
Clustered Cleaning */
end if
end if
/* Maintain inclusion property */

The hybrid replacment policy is supported by the addition of a bit per cache line called ”No More
Write” (NMW). Generational behavior of cache lines is exploited by using the NMW bit [88, 89].
Generational behavior of cache states that, cache lines are brought in from the main memory on
cache misses, used frequently for a short period of time, and, then, not used (dead) until they are
evicted by another cache miss. The NMW bit in a cache line is maintained using the following
algorithm. The NMW bit is reset to 0 when an L2 cache line is brought into the L2 cache. When the
cache line is written more than one time, its NMW bit is set to 1, indicating that they are likely to be
modified soon. NMW bits of L2 cache lines are reset to zero periodically, resembling the popular
CLK algorithm implemented to maintain LRU bits. Thus the NMW bits acts as a 1-bit predictor of
whether the cache line will be written soon. Vulnerable cache lines which are dirty but have their
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NMW bit 0 are in their dead write time and can be cleaned and made non-vulnerable. The LRU bits
along with the NMW bit are used for selecting the victim cache line to be replaced so that the cache
line are close to (or already in) their dead time. The cache lines with their NMW bit set will likely to
be written onto very soon and thus will be vulnerable again if cleaned. If the prediction is incorrect,
i.e., cache line has not yet reached its dead time but has a NMW bit 0 (and becomes a candidate for
eviction), the cache block will suffer a cache miss, thus causing a performance penalty.
The hybrid replacement policy can be extended to further improve the reliability of the L2 cache
by cleaning other dirty cache lines on a replacement. When there are dirty cache lines in the same
set as that of the replaced cache line and they are expected not to be modified for a long time, they
can be cleaned together with the victim cache block. This will not increase the cache miss rate but
can make the L2 cache more immune to errors by reducing the average number of dirty cache lines
per cycle. When an L2 cache line is replaced, the other lines in the same set are also checked for
their NMWs. The cache lines with their NMW bits set to 0 are written back together to the main
memory since the lines are not likely to be modified soon. If this clustered cleaning of dirty cache
lines is accurate, i.e., the lines will not be modified for a fairly long time and then replaced, the
vulnerability of the L2 cache will be reduced and there will be no performance penalty.

7.3.2

Exploiting Small Data Value Size

It is commonly known that a large percentage of memory values are small [90, 91, 93]. Small
memory values use at most half of the memory word bits. These small memory values can be
exploited to increase redundancy and improve the reliability of the L2 cache. The small memory
values can be duplicated in their upper half of memory word bits, which increases the degree of
redundancy in the L2 cache. If the value of the memory word is small, a detected multi-bit error
in the lower half bits can be corrected by using the duplicate data found in the top half bits. To
implement the duplication of small memory values, each memory word requires a ”small value bit”
for indicating that the value stored in the word is small and, thus, duplicated in the upper half bits of
the memory word. The area overhead due to the duplication is the same as that of a parity bit: one
bit for each memory word.
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Figure 7.5 Hardware Architecture for Small Value Detection and Duplication

The tasks of detecting, duplicating, and un-duplicating small memory values in the L2 cache
require hardware overhead. Detecting small memory values can be performed by adding zero detectors that can check the upper half bits of memory word. Duplicating memory values can be done
with multiplexers that can select between the lower half bits and the upper half bits of the memory
values for the upper half bits of the results. Similarly, un-duplicating small memory values can be
performed with multiplexers that can select between zeros and upper half bits of the memory values
for the upper half bits of results. When the duplicate bit from the L2 cache is 1, zero is selected as
the output of the multiplexor. A typical hardware architecture for this scheme is shown in Figure
7.5. The tasks of zero detection, duplication and un-duplication are performed between the L2 cache
and the main memory to augment L2 cache line fillings and replacements, and between the L1 data
cache and the L2 cache to support write-through requests from the write buffer. An outline of the
cache line access/replacement algorithm to control or mine redundancy presented in this section is
provided in Algorithm 5. It should be noted that status bits like additional dirty bits, small value
bits and NMW bits are also themselves vulnerable to soft error strikes. However, we have assumed
that such status bit are specially designed using radiation hardened latches [46]. Radiation hardened
latches or SRAMs add a slight area overhead compared to regular storage structures. However, as
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shown in our experimental results section, the overall area overhead for using such schemes in large
caches is minimal.

7.4

Experimental Setup and Results
Table 7.1 Description of the Schemes Used in Experiments
Scheme
Baseline
I
IM
D
DC

IDC-T1

IDC-T2

IMDC

IMSDC

Description
Conventional L2 cache
Exploit inclusion property
Add multiple dirty bits
Exploit inclusion property
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Clean dirty cache lines with NMW bit 0 in
the same set
Exploit inclusion property
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Clean dirty cache lines with NMW bit 0 in
the same set
Enabled when the L2 cache vulnerability is
higher than VT with VT =0.25
Exploit inclusion property
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Clean dirty cache lines with NMW bit 0 in
the same set
Enabled when the L2 cache vulnerability is
higher than VT with VT =0.1
Exploit inclusion property
Add multiple dirty bits
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Clean dirty cache lines with NMW bit 0 in
the same set
Exploit inclusion property
Add multiple dirty bits
Duplicate small memory values
Replace a dirty cache line with NMW bit 0
Clean dirty cache lines with NMW bit 0 in
the same set
Enabled when the L2 cache vulnerability is
higher than VT with VT =0.25

In this section, we describe our experimental setup and the results of the various schemes proposed in the paper for improving the reliability of the L2 cache. Table 7.1 summarizes the various
schemes that we have experimented in our simulations.
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In the table, the scheme termed ’Baseline’ indicates our baseline processor configuration without
the inclusion of any of the proposed schemes. The sceheme termed ’I’ in the table exploits inclusion property. The scheme termed ’IM’ employs multiple dirty bits for each cache line along with
exploiting inclusion property. The scheme termed ’D’ (Dirty Line First) implements our reliabilitycentric replacement policy. The scheme termed ’DC’ in the table adds clustered cleaning to clean
dirty cache lines that are not likely to be modified soon, along with the reliablity centric replacement policy. The scheme termed ’DCI-T1’ exploits inclusion property along with the reliablity centric replacement policy and clustered cleaning with a vulnerablity threshold of 25%. The scheme
’DCI-T2’ is the same as scheme ’DCI-T1’ but instead uses a threshold of 10%. In the table, the
scheme termed ’IMDC’ employs multiple dirty bits for each cache line along with exploiting inclusion property and supporting a reliability centric replacement policy with clustered cleaning. The
scheme termed ’IMSDC’ exploits all proposed schemes together, having multiple dirty bits, detecting and duplicating small values, maintaining inclusion property along with the reliablity centric
replacement policy and clustered cleaning with a vulnerablity threshold of 25%.

7.4.1

Experimental Setup

We modified the SimpleScalar version 3 tool suite [94] for this study. Since we target high
performance embedded processor and/or desktop processors, our baseline processor models an outof-order four-issue superscalar processor with a split transaction memory bus. Table 7.2 summarizes
the simulation parameters of this processor. Since SimpleScalar models a write back L1 cache,
we modified SimpleScalar to support a write-through L1 cache. We also implemented a merging
write buffer with fully associative 8 entries between the L1 and L2 cache and each entry of the
buffer contained four words. Inclusion property is maintained between L1 and L2 caches. When
an L2 cache line with its inclusion bit set to one is replaced, the corresponding cache line in the
L1 cache is invalidated to maintain inclusion property. The replacement policy for the L2 cache
can be easily extended to implement reliability-centric replacement; we only add an NMW bit for
each L2 cache line and a finite state machine for the replacement function is modified to take into
account dirtiness, the NMW bit, and the inclusion bit of the cache line. If the number of dirty cache
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Table 7.2 Baseline Processor Configuration
Parameter
Issue window
Decode, issue and
commit rate
Functional
units
L1 instruction cache
L1 data cache
L2 cache
Main memory
Branch prediction
Instruction TLB
Data TLB

Configuration
64-entry RUU 32-entry LSQ
4 instructions per cycle
4 INT add, 1 INT mult/div
1 FP add, 1 FP mult/div
16KB 4-way, 32B line, 1-cycle
16KB 4-way, 32B line, 1-cycle
unified 256KB, 4-way, 32B line,
10-cycle
8B-wide, 100-cycle
2-level, 2K BTB, 32-entry RAS
64-entry, 4-way
128-entry, 4-way

lines is larger than dirtiness threshold, the reliability-centric replacement policy is enabled while the
conventional LRU policy is used otherwise. Small values are detected dynamically and maintained
using a small value bit. Multiple dirty bits for each cache line are maintained to implement fine grain
dirtyness. Our simulations have been performed with a subset of SPEC2000 benchmarks [95].
These were compiled with DEC C V5.9-008, Compaq C++ V6.2-024, and Compaq FORTRAN
V5.3-915 compilers using high optimization level. Eight programs from each of floating-point
and integer benchmarks are randomly chosen for our evaluation. All the benchmarks were fastforwarded for one billion instructions to avoid initial start-up effects and then simulated for another
one billion committed instructions. We also simulated for another one billion instructions after fast
forwarding 10 billion instructions. For all simulations, the reference input sets were used.

7.4.2

Simulation Results

We measure the vulnerability of the L2 cache by computing the average number of dirty blocks
per cycle without any duplicates in the memory hierarchy. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 present vulnerabilities of the L2 cache for various schemes we have proposed in Table 7.1 including the baseline cache.
Vulnerability of the L2 cache for the baseline configuration is 64.6% and 61.4%, on the average, for
the floating-point and integer benchmarks, respectively. The mesa, gcc and gzip benchmarks show
higher than 90% vulnerability. Scheme ’I’ reduces vulnerability to 61.4% and 58%, on the average,
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Figure 7.6 Vulnerability of the L2 Cache for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECINT2000.

Figure 7.7 Vulnerability of the L2 Cache for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECFP2000.
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for the floating-point and integer benchmarks, respectively. These percentages are 53.9%, 43.4%,
41%, and 39.5%, on the average, for schemes ’D’, ’DC’, ’IDC-T1’, and ’IDC-T2’, respectively,
for the floating-point benchmarks. These percentages are 51.3%, 43.1%, 40.6%, and 38.3% for the
integer benchmarks. The maximum benefit from scheme ’I’ is limited to 6.25% since at most 16KB
of dirty data can be redundant between the 16KB L1 data cache and the 256KB L2 cache in our
baseline processor configuration. Scheme ’D’ does not show good results when baseline vulnerability is high. For example, in mesa, applu, gcc, and gzip, scheme ’D’ shows small reductions in
vulnerability. This is because, in these benchmarks, most of cache lines are dirty and, thus, there
is little difference between our reliability based replacement and the LRU policies. In contrast,
scheme ’D’ works well with ammp; vulnerability of the L2 cache reduces to 26.2% from 82.9%
in the baseline. Since L2 cache miss rate is very high (28.8%) and, thus, IPC is very low (0.1)
in ammp, cache lines remain dirty when pipelines are stalled for a long time due to the L2 cache
misses, increasing vulnerability per cycle. Scheme ’D’ makes those dirty cache lines non-vulnerable
by evicting them from the L2 cache, reducing vulnerability per cycle. Scheme ’DC’ consistently
reduces vulnerability by 10.5% and 8.3%, on the average, over and above scheme ’D’. Scheme
’DC’ works very well for mesa and parser, in which scheme ’D’ was not effective in reducing the
vulnerability. Scheme ’IDC-T1’ reduces additional 2.4% and 2.5% of vulnerability for the floatingpoint and integer benchmarks, respectively. A vulnerability threshold of 10% further reduces the
vulnerability of the L2 cache. The vulnerability reduces by 1% and 2.3% for the floating-point and
integer benchmarks, respectively. The ammp, bzip2, and crafty benchmarks benefit most from 10%
threshold.
The fine grain dirtiness based method was implemented by having four dirty bits per cache line
for a cache line size of four words. Scheme ’IM’ reduces the vulnerability of the L2 cache to 43%
and 39.6%, on the average, for the floating-point and integer benchmarks, respectively. Reductions
in vulnerability are 18% and 21%, respectively, compared to ’Baseline’. Scheme ’IM’ is comparable to scheme ’IDC-T1’ in reducing vulnerability as can be observed in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. In
most floating-point benchmarks, scheme ’IM’ shows better results than scheme ’IDC-T1’. Only
mesa and galgel show worse results with scheme ’IM’. Half of the integer benchmarks show better
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Figure 7.8 Global Miss Rates of the L2 Cache for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECINT2000.

Figure 7.9 Global Miss Rates of the L2 Cache for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECFP2000.
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results and the other half show worse results with scheme ’IM’. Scheme ’IMDC’ further reduces the
vulnerability to 33.5% and 32.4%, on the average, for the floating-point and integer benchmarks,
respectively. The applu, mgrid, gzip, and parser benchmarks show large reductions in vulnerability
with scheme ’IMDC’ compared to scheme ’IM’. As shown in the figures, we have also experimented with our proposed scheme to exploit small memory values. Our combined optimization
scheme ’IMSDC’ reduces L2 cache vulnerability by 40% on the average for the integer benchmarks. Floating point benchmarks show a lesser decrease in vulnerablity, of about 32%, primarily
because the floating point values include a sign bit, exponent and mantissa fields and hence cannot
be detected by the small value detector. As discussed later, with the significant reduction of the
vulnerability by exploting/mining redundancy and with the addition of a small direct mapped ECC
cache, for the error-correction of the vulnerable blocks, an average multi-bit error coverage of about
96% can be achieved with our approach.
As discussed previously, the NMW bit provides a 1 bit prediction for whether the cache line will
be written soon. We also experimented with 2 bit predictors but we did not notice any significant
changes from the 1 bit predictor case. We do not show these results here for brevity. We also
measured L2 cache miss rate change since our proposed schemes use either the conventional LRU
policy or the proposed reliability-centric policy depending on vulnerability of the L2 cache at a
particular time and the chosen vulnerability threshold. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present L2 cache miss
rate for various schemes proposed in this paper. We use global cache miss rate in the figure. Cache
miss rates increase by 0.4%, 0.1%, 0.1%, and 0.4%, on the average, for schemes ’D’, ’DC’, ’IDCT1’, and ’IDC-T2’, respectively, for the floating-point benchmarks. These percentages are 12.6%,
10.7%, 10.7%, and 10.7% for the integer benchmarks. The gcc benchmark shows a decrease in
miss rate, which demonstrates that the conventional LRU policy is not optimal for all benchmarks.
As shown in the figure, the miss-rates reduces significantly when the replacement policy is changed
from LRU replacement policy to a replacement policy favoring replacement of dirty lines. We note
that replacement scheme based on LRU policy is based on the approximation that the least recently
used block will not be used in the near future. As we also select that dirty cache line in the set to
replace which is oldest in terms of LRU, our simulations show that the replacement scheme using
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Figure 7.10 IPCs for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECINT2000.

such a technique predicts cache lines in their dead time very accurately and hence has a significantly
lower miss rate compared LRU.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 plots IPC results for various schemes proposed in this paper. IPC reductions are 0.2%, 0.2%, 0.3%, and 0.3%, on the average, for schemes ’D’, ’DC’, ’IDC-T1’, and
’IDC-T2’, respectively, for the floating-point benchmarks. These percentages are 0.1%, 0.1%, 0.1%,
and 0.1% for the integer benchmarks. IPC reduces slightly due to additional write back traffic in
our schemes. The gcc benchmark shows IPC increase of 25% for scheme ’D’. The benchmark
showed high miss rate reduction in Figure 7.8 which translated directly into improved performance.
The other benchmarks show slight decreases or increases in IPC. Our proposed scheme, especially
’IDC-T1’, reduces vulnerability by 23.6%, on the average, for the floating-point benchmarks with
0.3% performance penalty. For the integer benchmarks, vulnerability reduces by 23.1%, on the
average, with less than 0.1% performance loss.
Since our replacement policies favor dirty cache lines, we also measured the write back traffic
rate from the L2 cache to the main memory as shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. The write back traffic
rate is measured as the ratio of the number of writes from the L2 cache to all L2 cache accesses. The
write back traffic is increased by 1.1% and 191.7%, 2.5%, and 2.8%, on the average, for schemes
’D’, ’DC’, ’IDC-T1’, ’IDC-T2’, respectively, the floating-point benchmarks. These percentages are
-10.8%, 163.3%, 0.9%, and 0.8% for the integer benchmarks. Scheme ’DC’ increases memory write
traffic significantly since it performs clustered cleaning of dirty cache lines. In contrast, scheme
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Figure 7.11 IPCs for Various Schemes Proposed for SPECFP2000.

’IDC-T1’ shows little difference in write back traffic since it takes inclusion bits into account. Since
redundant cache lines between L1 and L2 caches are most active cache lines, they are likely to be
modified frequently. Cleaning these redundant cache lines does not help reduce vulnerable cache
lines in scheme ’DC’. Scheme ’IDC-T1’ does not clean redundant cache lines since they are highly
likely to be written soon. Schemes ’D’ and ’IDC-T1’ even decrease memory write back traffic for
the integer benchmarks mainly because of gcc, where cache miss rate decreases significantly for
schemes ’D’ and ’IDC-T1’, which reduces dirty write backs from the L2 cache. ’IDC-T2’ shows a
similar behavior to ’IDC-T1’.
As previously discussed, we assumed that a small ECC cache is maintained for error correction
of the vulnerable cache blocks, i.e., those dirty cache blocks that have no duplicates in the memory
hierarchy. The multi-bit error correction codes for only the vulnerable blocks are maintained in
this small ECC cache. A multi-bit soft error is always detected by the low cost error detection
codes. If a L2 cache block is non-vulnerable, it is corrected by exploiting the redundancy existing
in the memory hierarchy, while vulnerable blocks are corrected using the small ECC cache. The
significant reduction in vulnerability of the L2 cache by exploiting/mining the redundancy in the
memory hierarchy allowed a ECC cache of significantly smaller size. We found that a direct-mapped
ECC cache, of size 8KB was sufficient for upto 6-bit error protection using our redundancy based
approach for most SPEC2000 benchmarks on 256KB L2 cache. Our simulations suggest that with
a ECC cache of size 4% of that of the L2 cache together with exploiting our redundancy based
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Figure 7.12 Write Back Traffic Rate to the Main Memory for Various Schemes Proposed for
SPECINT2000.

Figure 7.13 Write Back Traffic Rate to the Main Memory for Various Schemes Proposed for
SPECFP2000.
approach, can provide a multi-bit error error coverage of about 96% with significatly less area/power
overhead and with marginal performance penalty.
We estimated the area overhead of our redundancy based scheme with a small ECC cache for
multi-bit error protection of the vulnerable blocks. We estimated the area overhead of multi-bit error
correction coding by using the following formulation. As codes obtained by multi-bit errors from a
valid codeword must be disjoint from each other for correction to a distinct valid code, we have for
p-bit error correction scheme for a m-bit word requiring r check bits,



N ` 1 ba 2m c 2m d
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r

(7.5)

Figure 7.14 Area Overhead for a L2 Cache with Redundancy Based Error Protection Compared to
a Baseline L2 Cache without Error Protection
where N is number of possible ways a p-bit error can happen on a m-bit word. Since this is the
same as the number of ways of choosing 1 2 -e p objects from m ` r objects,
N * C1m d

r

` C2m d r f
` ee Cmp d

r

(7.6)

Solving these equations for r, gives us an estimate of area overhead for complete multi-bit error
protection. The area overhead for our redundancy based multi-bit error correction approach was
estimated by considering the area overhead for the small ECC cache and adding the number of
status bits (inclusion bit, small value bits etc.) required for implementing our redundancy based
approach. The area overhead of our redundancy based multi-bit error protection for fixed number of
ECC cache blocks is shown in Figure 7.14. As shown in the figure, our redundancy based multi-bit
error protection for 6-bit errors on a L2 cache with line size of 32B incurs only a marginal area
overhead of 6%.
We also estimated the power overhead of our redundancy based multi-bit error protection. We
ported the Simplescalar based framework implementing our approach to the Wattch 2.0 [96] framework. Wattch performs architectural level power analysis for the cache by maintaining counters for
number of read/write accesses to the cache and multiplying it with the average power required for
a single read/write cache access in a particular process technology. We also estimated the leakage
power at the architectural level, which is a significant portion of total power in current technology
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Figure 7.15 Average Dynamic Power Consumption for a L2 Cache with a 8KB ECC Cache Compared with Baseline L2 Cache without Error Protection

nodes. We used CACTI 4.2 [87] for this analysis, which is a detailed cache access and power analysis tool. The cache size estimates made previously was provided to CACTI to obtain estimates
of leakage power. With a 70nm process technology model, the dynamic power overhead of our
redundancy based multi-bit error correction scheme with different SPEC2000 benchmark circuits is
plotted in Figure 7.15. As shown in the figure our scheme increases the dynamic power overhead by
only about 13.75%. As shown in Figure 7.16, marginal overhead is also incurred in leakage power
for our area efficient multi-bit error correction scheme for different sized multi-bit errors. This, thus
makes the total power overhead of our approach much smaller than that of most works found in
literature for moderately sized multi-bit errors.

7.5

Comparison with Related Works
We note that many competing solutions have been proposed in the literature for protecting

caches against multi-bit errors with low area/performance overhead. For comparison of our work
with recent works, we have used data reported in the results of the corresponding research papers
and interpolated the results according to our simulation setup. We have assumed an average IPC of
2.5 and that the instruction mix contains 30% memory reference instructions and 10% stores as is
typical of most SPEC benchmarks [95].
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Figure 7.16 Average Leakage Power Consumption for a L2 Cache with Small ECC Cache with
Fixed Number of Blocks for Different Sized Multi-bit Errors
”In-Cache Replication (ICR)”, has been proposed in [19] to exploit ”dead” blocks in the data
cache to store the replicas of the ”hot” blocks. These duplicate blocks can be used to correct multibit errors in the active blocks. Although an area overhead of less than 1% has been reported with
a modest performance penalty of 3.6%, the parity based multi-bit error protection scheme provides
an error coverage of only 65%. Our redundancy based approach has a error coverage of 96% with
a performance penalty of less than 1%. ”Shadow Caching” [18], maintains copies of MFU (Most
Frequently Used) cache lines in separate shadow caches. In the context of error correction, atleast
two shadow caches should be maintained to support correction using majority voting. The approach
although significantly better than blind NMR (N-Modular Redundancy), however, incurs significant
area overhead. For example a 4-way associative shadow cache of 128 entries has an area overhead
of about 28%. Also, as multiple copies of data are read for error detection the cache access latency
is increased, resulting in a performance overhead of about 40% with a modest error coverage of
about 85%. These overheads scale exponentially as higher order mltiple-bit errors are considered.
In comparison, our redundancy based approach can achieve 96% error coverage with about 6% area
overhead with very little performance penalty.
The ”R-cache” aprroach [21], maintains a small fully associative ”replication cache” to detect
and correct multi-bit errors using copies of dirty data. The method achieves 100% multi-bit error
coverage. However, as multi-bit error detection is achieved by parallel access of the R-cache and
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the data cache, a large latency overhead is incurred. For example, with a 2 cycle load latency for
reads as reported in the work, a performance penalty of about 7.31% can be incurred. As illustrated
in Section 4.4, the performance penalty for our redundancy based multi-bit error protection scheme
is less than 1% with high multi-bit error coverage. The ”Last Store” prediction technique [23],
proposes the use of an accurate program-counter (PC) trace based predictor which immediately initiates a writeback after observing a PC trace with a sequence of store instructions. However, the
hardware structures like ”history table” and ”signature table” incur an area overhead of about 8%.
Assuming that updating these hardware structures takes atleast 1 cycle latency during stores, a performance penalty of about 15% can be incurred which is quite high compared to our redundancy
based approach. Our approach also achieves a higher error coverage than that reported in their work.
”Punctured Error Recovery Cache (PERC)” [86], decouples error detection and correction by maintaining the ”punctured” error correction codes in a separate cache. As error detection and correction
is separated, little performance overhead is incurred. However, as the number of vulnerable blocks
is not actively reduced, complete multi-bit error coverage requires about 19% area overhead.
Table 7.3 Comparison with Recent Works in Literature
Scheme

ICR [19]
Shadow Cache [18]
Last Store Prediction
[23]
R-cache [21]
PERC [86]
This work

Area
overhead
g 1%
28%
7  98%

PerformanceError
Penalty
Coverage
3  6%
65%
40%
85%
15%
88%

10%
19%
6%

7  31%
g 1%
g 1%

100%
100%
96%

We note that the techniques proposed in this work, although primarily targeted at single core
processors, however can be extended and applied to multi-core processors. The bandwidth required
by the write-through L1 cache used in our approach can be significantly reduced by employing a
merging write-buffer between the L1 and the L2 caches. For example, when a fully associative
merging write buffer with 8 entries and with each entry of the size of four words is placed between
the L1 and the L2 cache, a negligible increase of write-through bandwidth is observed. Also, the
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techniques to mine redundancy using small values and reliablity centric replacement can be applied
to a cache hierarchy with non-inclusive L1 caches. In multi-core systems, the cache coherence
protocol between the local L1 caches and a shared L2 cache, which also acts as a synchronization
point, can lead to increased exploitation of the inclusion property between the L1 and the L2 cache.
A cache read of data in the local L1 caches of a processor that has been modified by another processor in a multi-core environment will lead to invalidation requests by the cache controller and
re-fetching of the modified data from the shared L2 cache. As inclusion property is naturally enforced between the L1 and the L2 caches, this leads to increased redundancy between local L1
caches and shared L2 caches.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

Aggressive scaling trends have significantly impacted the susceptibility of nanometer designs to
transient faults. Transient faults occur due to several reasons, such as soft errors, power supply and
interconnect noise, and electromagnetic interference. Soft errors occur when the energetic neutrons
coming from space or the alpha particles arising out of packaging materials hit the transistors.
A soft error may manifest itself as a bit flip in a latch or memory element. Additionally, soft
errors can occur in any internal node of a combinational logic and subsequently propagate to and be
captured in a latch. In this dissertatiom, we have investigated the development of a unified design
flow framework for mitigation of soft errors. Several design and circuit optimization techniques
applicable at various levels of hardware design have been be explored to improve the reliability of
nanoscale VLSI systems.
In chapter 3, we presented some preliminaries of soft errors in memory and logic circuits. Different circuit nodes in a logic circuit had different soft error criticality depending on the various
masking effects. The masking effects depend on the circuit topology and the underlying cells realizing the logic circuit. Towards this, we developed several metrics that estimate the masking effects
in logic circuits. We showed that it is possible to accurately capture the soft error masking effects by
using a new metric called the cumulative probability of observability (CPO). The metrics developed
in this chapter are extensively used in chapters 5-6 for selectively optimizing circuits nodes and nets.
In chapter 4, we show that the interconnects realizing the signal nets can act as RC ladders
and can effectively filter out glitches due to random radiation strikes. We leveraged the fact that
different circuit nodes can be quite different in their ability to mask soft errors based on the circuit
topology and the logic cells of the circuit. Based on this, we have developed a SA based placement
algorithm that places standard cells in a way to provide higher wirelengths for soft error critical
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nets while simultaneously constraining the chip area and the total wirelength. SA based placement
schemes produce good reductions in SER but suffer from large runtimes. Towards this, we propose
a fast quadratic programming based standard cell placer which is orders of magnitude faster than
the SA based placement scheme with some loss in solution quality in terms of SER reduction and its
associated delay and area overheads. Experimental results on ISCAS85 benchmark circuits using
the FreePDK 45nm technology kit and the OSU standard cells indicate that our radiation immune
placement algorithms can reduce the SER in logic circuits significantly with low delay and area
overheads.
In chapter 5, we proposed a transistor level circuit which significantly reduces the propagation
of random glitches due to radiation strikes. The circuit is based on a RC differentiator implemented
in CMOS, which utilizes the exponential voltage spike generated during a radiation strike to detect
occurrence of single event transient (SET) and disconnects the driving cell from the driven cell.
The high voltage drop during the resistor (implemented using NMOS) is provided as gate-to-body
voltages of two depletion mode NMOS and PMOS transistors arranged in series. During the high
positive(negative) voltage swing due to the SET, the ”normally on” depletion mode PMOS(NMOS)
is cut off disconnecting the driver from the driven cell. The circuit incurs some overhead in terms
of area and delay. Towards this, we develop an algorithm for selective insertion of these radiation
blocker cells on critical circuit nodes. The algorithm is based on ranking circuit nodes based on
a new metric called the Probability of Radiation-blocker circuit Insertion(PRI) and inserting the
radiation blocker cells on the top few nodes in the sorted list of PRI values. The PRI metric is
computed by considering the product of the glitch observability of a node and the slack available at
that node. Thus, the algorithm inserts the radiation blocker cells selectively on highly soft error vulnerable nodes for the non-critical paths of a circuit. We experimented with the proposed framework
using the FreePDK 45nm Process Design Kit and the Nangate standard cell library based on the
45nm technology. Experimental results indicate that our methodology can reduce the SER in logic
circuits by as much as 51% with area overheads of about 18% and delay overhead of only 0.2%.
In chapter 6, we developed a reliability-centric gate sizing formulation that jointly optimizes
the circuit against both radiation induced soft errors and capacitive crosstalk noise under process
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uncertainty. A first order model is developed for soft errors in logic gates by only considering the
effect of the size of a gate and the sizes of the gates in the transitive fan-in of the gate. Based
on this, we have developed a fast and accurate method for optimizing SER during gate sizing.
Crosstalk noise is modeled by clustering the structural netlist based on Rent’s exponent values and
by equalizing the drive strengths of all cells in a cluster. Timing yield loss due to process variations
are optimized by maximizing the delay variance for each gate. These models are incorporated
along with delay and power metrics to develop a reliability-centric gate sizing technique based on
mathematical programming.
Finally, in chapter 7, we modelled the vulnerablity of the L2 caches due to multi-bit errors using
a probabilistic formulation characterized by extensive simulations for multi-bit errors in various L2
cache organizations. Based on this study, we proposed a framework of solutions based on redundancy for the correction of multi-bit soft errors. In our approach, simple error detection codes like
Hamming distance or Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRC) are used to detect the multiple-bit errors,
and they are corrected using the redundancy existing in the memory hierarchy. We demonstrate that
multi-bit errors in the L2 cache can be corrected by exploiting the redundancy existing between the
the write-through L1 cache and the L2 cache and the redundancy existing between the clean data
lines of the L2 cache and the main memory. We found that the bandwidth and power requirement
of the write-through L1 cache can be sufficiently reduced by addition of a small merging write
buffer between the L1 and L2 cache. We investigated methods to increase the amount of redundancy in the memory hierarchy by employing a redundancy-based replacement policy, the amount
of redundancy being controlled is based on a redundancy threshold which is estimated using our
probabilistic model. Finally, we investigated how redundancy can be mined at the word level by duplicating small memory values in the upper half of the memory word. Multi-bit errors in the lower
half of the word is corrected using the duplicate copy in the upper half. The multi-bit errors which
cannot be corrected using the inherent redundancy are corrected by using a small ECC cache.
Thus, in this dissertation, we explored techniques at all levels in the design flow to improve the
vulnerability of VLSI systems against soft errors without compromising on other design metrics
like delay, area and power. The design techniques, algorithms and architectures can integrated
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into existing design flows and prototype chips can implemented on a reliable VLSI System. The
implementation can leverage on the architectural solutions for the caches while the custom hardware
synthesized for the VLSI System can utilize the various circuit optimization algorithms that are
developed at various design abstraction levels.
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